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Cause of the Disaster Was Agree That Annexations Thus
the Illegal Act of the ImFar Made Are a Mistake
perial German Government;
and Admit That America Is
Vessel Was Not Armed,
a Big Factor in the War,

Schieffclin of Yale and Cutler
of Harvard Soar Over Submersible, Drop Bomb Which
Hits Target Squarely,

i

Le Barque, 2
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west of Bapaume,' Taken by
British; Fall of Latter Town
Expected Soon,
-2
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"If It is ever found out that anybody ers for $50,000 by T. Yomamoto, one the dress of an officer in the mer- were the lowest ever recorded l
ture at 6 p, m.( 86; south flnd; clear Texas are to be retained,
and almost up deserts, his family Is punished, and of the new ship millionaires,
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BRITISH WIVES FOR
AMERICAN SOLDIERS
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With the American Army in England, Aug. 25. When the American
bloov army returns to the United States
there will go with it, or at about that
lis 10 time, many women who, though Brit- -'
'' ,' lsh born, have become American citl- zens. They have married American
widiiini soldiers and the indications ure that
r 1 " their example will be followed by
t't.t .. many others.
Marriage of men while In the
is not regarded with favor by the
ni wo
war department or. by officers at
headquarters In England, but consent
to a wedding has been given in more
than ono camp.
So far the marriages have been be
.ri
tween the English girls and tho enlisted men, and in some cases the
60;1
bride has worn the uniform of one of
the many women's auxiliary corps of
the British army. In such cases the
' girl has continued
in the service of
..i uiii her country and the goodbycijwhen
orders havo come for moving nave in-a:! eluded the expression of the hope that
they may "see each other in France.'
NEW

METHOD

FOR

RECORDING

!
) i

T MORNINS

QUAKES
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Honolulu, T.
Aug. 2.r. Prof. T.
VIA.
Jaggar, Jr., director of the llawai-- I
'i ian Volcano
Research
association's
obBervatory at Kilauea volcano, on the
island of Hawaii, assisted by Dr. Aro
nold Romberg, a physicist of the
of Hawaii, has perfected a device
for the recording of earthquakes and
earth vibrations which, it is expected,
wilt greatly change existing methods.
Professor Jaguar's invention, which
will shortly be given to the world
through scientific publications, employs the principle of photography in
recording earth movements. It is said
to be much more accurate than seis
mographs now used and to record vi
brations which are not recorded by
Col-leg-

MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIREJ

Willi the American Army in Franco,
Auk. -- (t.y the Associated Press).
Fifty-fiv- e
officers,
efficers and men of a certain American division were awarded the Legion
of Honor, the Military Medal, tho War
Cross or Distinguished Service Cross
this morning at tho nii.it brilliant
decoration ceremony Wie American
army lias held in France.
Decorations have been
seventy-twothers now in hospitals.
Most of the awards have been nvido
for gallant conduct in the Manic battle.
The decorations and medals wore
given personally by Oeneral ( v.me
deleted). Perfect weather added to
the Inv of the occasion md in sound
of the guns In an airplane battle over
head gave just the proper druniatio
touch.
awi-rde-

o

GERMAN

WOMEN

ARE

SEEKING HUSBANDS
Newspaper Knterprlse Ass'n)
Amsterdam, Aug. 25. Men are
getting scarcer In Germany they're
six million scarcer than they were
in 1914
so the "blonde beast," who,
r
in
days, considered himself
the lord of creation, now has taken
on the stature of a demigod.
Elderly men who confess to limited physical beauty and small incomes are advertising for wives with
large fortunes. Often these advertisements read "would like to marry
into a prosperous factory or estate."
.On the other hand advertisements
by women seeking mates are Jiist as
numerous, or more so. The Cologne
Gazette in a recent issue contains
the following enticements for the
(BY

pre-wa-

g
German male:
"I am seeking. life companions for
the following ladies:
"For the widow of a privy councilor, childless, with $250,000.
"For manufacturer's widow, 40,
childless, also $250,000..
"For widow of nobleman, in early
forties, childless, wealthy.
"Only unexceptionable gentlemen,
such as high officials, manufactur
them.
fc'o delicate is the new
Instrument, ers and landowners, need apply.
that it registers the surf beats upon Gerstmann's Bureau, Berlin."
the Kau coast, twenty miles from the
ever-willin-

i

J

r'nn.

j

BRITISH

observatory.
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American Army in England. Aug. 2.r. American officers sta
.

NEAR OLD
HINDENBURG

LINE

With the British Army in France,
Aug. 25 (by The Associated Press).'
10 p. m.
On some parts of the north-

ern battle front

the British

havt

reached points a thousand yards from
tloned temporarily in England must the old lllndenburg line, wliich soem'i
i
g
iioii.; make most of their
strongly held.
In addition to crossing the Albert
beyond the lines of their camps on
foot.
Uapaumo road at many places, tlm
The temptation of officers and met firitish have made
progress southto visit historic and Interesting places ward for a considerable distance wit)i
near the camps is great but the scar-'clt- the cavalry operating in front of the.
of motor, equipment and tho re- - infantry.
Btrlctions regarding railway travel
OZAmal'.e short Jaunts impossible. Amer- VICTORIES DECIDE
ican soldiers of the provost guard are
, , at every
FORTUNES OF WAR
railway station where there
'. is a camp, with instructions to ast
IRY MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL
'(i,n'
every soldier whether he be commis
LEASED WIRE)
stoned or not. If he has the necessar.i
Paris, Aug. 25. "The fino victories
Inifi
to
travel.
of the last week have
permission
definitely decided the fortunes of war' says M.
FURTHER STEPS TAKEN
Clamenceau, tho French premier, in
.11911.
a message today thanking the depart
TO SAVE PRINT PAPER mental
councils, which voted eongrab-uationto the government on
(BY MORNINB JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRSI
'
of tho war.
! loiw.
25.
Publishers
Washington, Aug.
vnmn of metropolitan dailies having weekly CZECH0-SL0VAKS
HAVE
or
i.:V. :
editions
lo anu were Ordered today by the war Indus-trie- s
TAKEN TOWN OF KAZAN
hoard through its pulp und panto.' Jier section to reduce the amount of
IDT MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL
LEASED WIRRJ
raper used 15 per cent, beginning Sep-jk
Amsterdam, Aug. 25.
v.. tember
.
and
forces have
.Kiiibiu" A tiumber of practices are ordered reoccupied the town of
Kazan, on the
- (ibollshed
.
such as continuing
river Volga, says a Moscow dispatch
after date of expiration, to tho Wescr Zeltung of Bremen.
The
giving free ooules except In certain Bolshevikl were forced to rotrcat afinstances, giving of rr ore than one ter heavy fighting.
... copy to advertisers, furnishing
of
Won't neglect the Two-Bit- "
copies to exchanges and accepting
Rd
Cron Club. Join toda. turns from dealers.- -

......

sight-seein-

.

trip-tniRi-
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ly
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Czecho-Hlo-va-

The following casualties ale
by the commanding general of the
American expeditionary forces:
Killed in action,
missing in
32; wounded severely, 46; died
of wounds, 1!); died from accident and
other causes, 1; wounded, degree un
Total
determined, 30; prisoners, 1
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New York, Aug. 25. Open confes
sion of German plundering of Belgium
and of plans to continue it were made
at a meeting of the German economic
commission for Belgium held at Brussels, June 1ft, 1915. A German official
report of this meeting has Just now
come into possession of the Belgian
government and has been made public
here by the British wireleBS service.
Governor General von Bissing stated ut the meeting that the shortage,
of raw materials In Belgium was partly due to the fact that they were carried away at the beginning of the war.
Thousands of machines, he said, had
been transported to Germany to make
war munitions.
Von Bissing said thai he had two
aims, the good of Belgium and the
prevention of any revival of Belgian
industry which could harm German
Industries. He explained his solicitude
for the good of Belgium bv adding
that "a squeezed lemon lo.s'cs its value
and a bad cow gives no'niilk."
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SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO

Washington,

D. C.Aug".' 22, 1918.
M. I., Roswell, N. M.
18 will enter the S

BUTTER SERVED TO MEN President N...M.
Students over
Mis

Large

.

of Our
., Percentage
Fighters. Never Saw Sea Until Voyage to France; Air- planes Begin to Arrive. '

.mnrlnTPd Pr.'M r.)rrrKindrne.)
American Port in Western France;
An American iirmada of
JUI)
uimeen groat transports bringing 36,
lighting- men to Franco had come
quietly into port .luring the night and
the. landing of this little army was
soon to begin,
Going on board the transports the
Associated Press correspondent
had
an opportunity to sen the
equipment
for this huge unileriaUlng, and how
tho men had lived and fared on their
t ,vas a long climb up
trip across.
the rope ladder to tho deck of a former Ward liner rebuilt as a transport.
Soldiers packed the decks and were
thick as flies in every cabin, hatch
and between decks down to tho very
bowels of the ship. The spacious
promenade deck had disappeared
in its place were lines of
"standees,"
or metal hammocks, for the men sleep
In the open on deck as well as between
decks.

ad

.

food

u. after rcc stration date un
service
amended . selective
act, Enter by individual .voluntary
induction, not enlistment. This change
In viw of the probable reduction of
draft ago to 18 and probable) registra
tion date about September 10. Change
in draft age involving call of men IS
to 21 earlier than previously estimat
ed will require readjustment of mili
tary training plan and academic
work..- - Regulations and suggestions
sent ag soon as practicable. Except
for changes necessitated by new legislation, corps will be organized as
already outlined. Uniforms, ordnance,
and other supplies will bo issued by
committee
No requisition
direct.
needed and must not be. sent.
A. T.

M

Is G.mmI.

der

COM1TTEB ON EDUCATION AND
SPECIAL, TRAINING.
From this telegram It would appear
that the young men above IS who voluntarily enter military schools this
fall will bo in about the same position
as those who are permitted to enter
officers' training camps while subject
to draft.
All young men above 18 must register and will bo subject to draft except those who are already in the
schools and designated at S. A. T. C.
schools. These schools are to hold
their material 'and to furnish a courso
of study practically the same as that
given in the army training camps,
not quite so Intensive but spread out
over a period of nine months. This
gives young men a wonderful opportunity to gain a commission and at
tho samo time receive their

(BY MORNINa JOURNAL

London,
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special lrabeo wirsi
25. "The
United

Attective arid pleas-i- ri
to a degree rieVer
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Archangel, Prussia, Thursday, Aug.
(by The Associated Press). Ar!
official announcement issued today by
the allied governments irr' the northern region of Russia denied the state
ment recently made by Lenine and
Trotsky that Great Britain, Franc?
and the United States were enemies
of Russia.
The allied military action, the announcement added, was
aimed at the expulsion of the Germans from Russian territory and the
suppression by force of arms of tho
k
treaty. The statemenr
follows:
"Lenine and- Trotsky
declare that
the 'British, French and Americans,
who disembarked at Archangel ara
brigands and they call upon Russian
poretariat to fight against them as
enemies of Russia who attacked her
without a declaration of war.
"We declaro to all Russian citizens,
for whom the welfare of Russia ii
dear that this is not true. The British, French and Americans at Archan
gel are the allies of Russia.
The?
were Invited to make a landing here
22

Brest-Litovs-

IE

t

to-d-

i.u

IS DECLARATION

States, Great Britain and France will
be the foundation of any league of nations and they must accept this burden at once," declared Sir Francis
Press
Trippel to an Associated
correspondent. Sir Francis recently issued an appeal for the immediate
formation in England of a "Council
for tho Advocacy of a League of Nations."
"The first thing to bo done, is to
divest the scheme of illusions." he
said. "A league of nations Is not an
absolute substitute for war. It is not
an absolute guarantee of peace. It
dos not mean, for the present,
It cannot be a "forgive
and forget' panacea.
Power Is KsKcntinl.
"A league of naliona must have the
power to enforce its decrees. That
is tho crux of the whole question. If it
has not, it will go the way of all the
i
rest.
"Its chief function will bo to remove the causes of war. It must make
it easy for nations to
and by the legitimate government and
hard to stand alone. If a nation knows with the complete and unanimous
that a league has no power to en- agreement OT1 the part. of the populaforce its decrees, it has scant respect tion.
or scruple for it.
Government Is Iegal.
"The government of tho northern
"Does any one in his senses believe
that such a league is even remotely region is composed of membeVs of tho
possiblo with a dominant Germany? constituent assembly which was elect
ed by the whole population of the
She is the pariah nation of an angered world. If the fight ends in a draw northern border district. It com
of the
prises also representatives
she remains dominant. If lb ended tomorrow, she would snap her fingers at Zemstvos and municipalities clectel
the ideals of the universe- Germany, by universal suffrage.
"This government has been formed
as she is, Is a menace to the world's
and was overturned by the illegitipeaco.
mate Bolsheviki government before
Dcfewt Only Remedy,
It was
"No propaganda s more Important the descent ot the allies.
at tho present time than the propa- formed on the initiative of the league
ganda of the league of nations. And tor tho regeneration of Russia, which
Us existence depends upon Germany's reunites alp political parties, recognizing the constituent assembly as the
defeat at her own particular game
only rightful Russian government.
the game of war.
"The allies then were called to
"A council for the advocacy of a
lague of nations will bo necessary in Russia by the only legitimate and
every country as far as possible, if representative authority for the purImperialistic tendencies and dynastic pose of military action in "common,
desires for conflict are to be checked. aiming at the expulsion of tho Ger
We can beglnat any rate with the mans and the complete suppression
k
by force of arms of the
United States, Franco and Great Brittreaty traitorously signed by the Bolain. These three western democracies
are bound to form an Influential por- shevikl. But they were called on tho
condition
tha"
specified
tion of any league of nations in tho distinctly
they must not mix themselves in the
near future.
"A preliminary council for Great internal affairs of the government of
Britain shoud be formed from public Russia,"
men of all opinions.
GERMAN POLICEMAN

The men looked well, and the report from the sick bay showed only
six cases of sickness out of 3,000 men
aboard, a very good showing, said the
doctor. In tho mess hall a relief of
men wero taking (heir breakfast.
There was no sitting down at table.
The men stood at high troughs, very
Tho war department is assigning
clean and practical, each man with S. A. T. C. units only to schools thai
his own tin plate, knife, fork and maintain at least two years of stand
spoon, tossing off with relish the hot ard college work. Tho New Mexico
coffee and good white bread and but- Militarv institute, the University ot
ter. We tasted this bread and found New Mexico and the Agricultural and
it a revelation
real bread, so differ--fere- Mechanical college will bo the only
from the. potato bread wo are schools in New Mexico to maintain
used to as war diet. And real but units of tho S. A. T. C. The New Mex
ter, a luxury for soldiers only, which ico Military institute was placed on
no one begrudged them.
,
the list without any effort being made
Between decks tiny blue lights were by the authorities to secure such privburning to let the men see their way ilege. The rating of the school at
about with some desree of freedom Washington naturally insured its conThese are the only lights aboard, no sideration.
lights on deck of any kind to avoid
The New Mexico Military Institute
danger of fire. At night tho men-felis urranging to open for cadets on
their way about.
September 10. This will probably be
No Trneo of Dirt.
day.' It need not, howregistration
The living quarters between decks ever, interfere with cadets entering
were scrupulously clean, and even af as they can register by mail, or else
ter ten. days of this crowded life they can register in Hoswell Instead
BY
afloat there was not a trace of odor, of their homes. It makes but little
mo iionrs were scrunned and mere difference where, so long as they regwas no litter about. It would have ister.
'
cheered tho heart of an exacting
housekeeper.
"The admiral says it is the clean FINANCIER FORESEES
est transport afloat," said tho naval
STORM AFTER WAR
officer, with as much pride in the
record as one in marksmanship.
(Awoelated Press rorrmnondpnpp.)
In the wash rooms, tho men were
Liverpool, July 17. "Stormy days" American Planes Drop 38 Tons
at long porcelain
wash troughs
after the war wore predicted today
of Explosives on German
Everything showed the spick and
by Sir Alfred Booth, presiding at the
span neatness of the efficient na annual
Cunard
of
IJnc.
the
meeting
val management. In tho kitchen galBase; Much Aerial Activity
he foresaw,
The
ley savory dishes were being prepared were: principal dangers,
in
the Woevre Region.
g
and in tho
plant the
Difficultyof deflating currency and
long line of ovens were turning out
stacks of white bread for these 3,000 credit without destroying confidence.
to maintain govern(RV MORNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE)
hearty eaters. This was a meatless The tendency
American forces on the.. Lorraino
would pro
day, for civilians, but one of the ne- ment control which ho said
a deadening effect on enterprise. Front, Friday. Aug. 23 (by The Assogro cooks offered us a taste of the duce
'
to
divide up ciated
International attempt
bombing
Press). American
steaming meat curry, which .would
the raw materials of the world among planes yesterday dropped 38 bombs
have done credit to a Tarls cafe.
An exciting event of the trip was competing Industries, making politics. on Conflans, a town on the Verdun-Met- z
railroad. Ten direct hits wero
learned us we passed along. Most of instead of price, the determining facthe voyage bad been uneventful. But tor of distribution. "The international obtained.
Three aerial combats were reported
nearing this side a lookout had sig jealousies engendered by such a sys- nalled the appearance of a periscope tem," said Kir Alfred, "would le suf- yesterday in the Woevre region. Lieut.
and apparently de
Soon the deck gups got Into action ficlen to kill any league of nation" Jones attacked
an Albatross biplane over
stroyed
and two depth charges were dropped where wo might havo to form."
Labor unrest due to false hopes of Marre, northwest, of Verdun. Lieut
over the spot where the periscope
was last seen. But there was no fur- a new heaven and a new earth.
Hugh Bridgeman attacked two Fok-kewhich seemingly fell. Anothor
ther sign of hostile craft. If tho depth
airman saw a German machine going
charges took effect they left no trace ENGLISH-TRAVELINfor there was no wreckage on the wadownward In a steep, sidejdip after it
ter. Very son the incident had
HIT BY REGULATION had been fired upon by American
passed and some of the ships did not
even know anything unusual had ocImV MORt4.NO
JOURNAL SPK.AL LEASED WIRE
curred.
London, Aug. 25. The recent cur JEWS BEING HARSHLY
On the upper deck wo saw the tailment of
railway traveling facilities
TREATED IN HUNGARY
deadly depth charges and the long to- In making Itself increasingly felt at the
are
which
slide
boggan
they
along
big London stations where during the
started on their errand. The charges week-en- d
BY MORNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIREJ
long lines of travelers form
were In metal cylinders' the Bize of at the booking offices hours before
Amsterdam. Aus. 25. Jews for
a cask, two on each side ready to drop trains asheduled to start.
some time past have been rounded up
over.
.No extra trains are being put on for
orders of the government in variBesides these the gunnery officer the holidays and os ticket offices are ty
ous parts of Hungary, according to
was proud of the possession of guns closed as soon as tho seating capacity) a
Budapest report to the Jewish cormade for uso on battleships but of tho train Is full, hundreds are left
were
Streets
respondence bureau.
mounted here on deck.
waiting.
barricaded and jews dragged to prissubmarine
will
outshoot
any
"They
On one Lancanshire railway, tickets on. These measures especially were
afloat," said the officer, patting his for popular seaside resorts have to be directed
against the Jews in Gallcia
were
as
pets.
weapons
though they
two weeks in advance.
from whom large sums of money were
In the officers' hiess hall, one of purchased
token by the police asi a special tax
the officers summed up the results of
after which they were' escorted to
tho trip, Most of the men, he said LAST OF BURGOYNES
'
the frontier.
were from the west, with a large num
DIES. IN ENGLAND
In a recent debate in the Hungarian,
ber of farmer boys who had never
parliament, Premier Wekerje attemptbeen on the water before. This was n
1RV MORNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE)
ed to justify the., measures, by degreat experience, a great adventure,
mem23.
The
last
London,' Aug.
claring that he had given orders for
and they were eager for it. "There was
ber of the
of Burgoyno," whosB the imposition of a special tax on
little
after the first few most famousfamily
was
tho gen- (feallcian Jews and their expulsion
member
days. The men looked forward anx eral who
commander tho expedition from tho country because they were
iously to getting into the fighting sent from
Canada Rgainst the United undesirable foreigners.
front, for there was one common inH States
in J777 and surrendered at
pulso running through them all, as
shown by their letters home that Saratoga, has Just died in London. DISCHARGED SOLDIER
there was a hie Job which had to be She was Mrs. Charles Woodhouse
IS KILLED BY YOUTH
ft and daughter of Field Marshal .Sir Johr)
done, and they wished
have done with it so as 'to return Burgoyne, and granddaughter of Gen'
"
eral John Burgoyne of American his
TRY MORNINa JOURNAL BPBeiAL (BASSO W.RS.
' '
home.
As we came ashore two American tory.
Walsenburg, Colo., Aug. 25. Jose
C. Munlz, a discharged
soldier, was
airplane sections were belnff de";
Army to X'se New Hospital.
killed today tn a pistol fight1 with
barked, with their liberty motors and
all the paraphernalia of flight. These ' Washington,
Aug. 25. The. new Tranqulliano Laybe. aged 17. Laybe
arrivals, long deferred but now com- Mary Imogene Bassett hospital " and wan arrested.
ing strong and fast," were almost as laboratory at Cooperstown, N. T.,
According to the police. 111 feelin?
cheering as the arrival of troops, and will be utilized as a general army hos had existed between Laybe anoTMun'r
together they signalled tlmt vital part pital with ppecial facilities for avia- for some time and when they met on
In men and machines that "America tors who may develop nervous disor- the street this afternoon each reached
would soon be taking In the critical ders, the war department today an- for a pistol, Laybe was the first to
l1 - nounced.
firs and, Muulss fell mortally wounded.
tW 9t tbe great conflict,
.

i
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noswoll, N; M.. Aug. 25. The following telegram was received yesterday by tho New Mexico Military in-
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War Department Makes Im- Not a Substitute for War Nor Allied Governments in Northern Region. of Russia Brand
portant 'Ruling Regarding
Guarantee of Peace, but Its
Students Over 18. Years;
as False Statements of
Chief Function Is to Remove
Men Fare Well on Journey
and Trotzky.
Splendid Opportunity.
Causes for War.
Across Atlantic in Huge
t

,

fain,..;
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TRANSPORT JO

,
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ON TO

YOUNG MEN TO

Le-ni- ne

Killed in Action.
MaJ. Arthur E. Boutnn, Trumans-burgX. Y.; Capl. Fred William Beau-dryDetroit, Mich.; Sgt. Simeon L
Nickcrl-son;
Middlclmro, Mass. Corporals Felix M. KinS, Washington
Pa.: John Repsdnrf, New Salem, N
Grcensburg
!.; Charles It. Armbrust,
Pa.; Bugler Ward B. Morrison, Ossi
neke, Mich. Privates Ernest S. Ad
nnis, Maiden, Mass.; Wylle Arnett
Dado City, Fla.; William Bartlett
W
N. C; Charles
Kingsmountnin,
Brink man. Grand Rapids, Mich.; Dem-ueA. Cluippell, Dawson Springs, Ky..
John Dendor, Jackson, Mich.; Franli
J. Downs, Waterbury, Conn.; Frank
V. Grinnon, Xew York: Franklin A
I.andram, Baltimore, Mil.; Henry J.
Long, Clarkton, Mo.; James J. McCarthy, Maiden, Mass.; Ben Margolis,
Detroit, xMich.: Edward Smith, no
emergency address; Wylio Stephens.
Adairsville, (la.; Francis A. Bender,
Altoona. Pa.; Michael H. Bracken,
Anaconda, Mont.; William Aloysius
Dlekhaus, Jersey City, N. J.; Allen
Walse Center, N. Y.; Edward A.
Doro, Pnysippl, Wis.; Frank R. Kehe-verillollistcr, Calif.; Harry W.
Slslerbay, Wis.; Brasso
D. - Fiye,
New York; Walter
t,
Done Rutle, Alta., Canada; Fred
Marlnw, Okla.; John C Kenny.
Kuymond V. Kirkey,
Minot, It.
Burlinglen. N. D. : Bernard F. Korte,
St. Helena, Calif.; John H. Krause,
Danvers, 111.; Edward If. Kuhnlc, Oakland. Calif.; Peter Larson, Alameda,
Calif.: Claire O. Lewiston, Spring Valley, Wis.; Robert C. McCune, I'ndu-caWausa,
Ky.; Earl P. Norman,
Neb.; Marcus Penna, San Antonio,
Tex.: Anthony Pospisil, Butte, Mont.;
Herman H. Reich, Bloomer, Wis.;
Miss.;
Michael Ronanuk, Stoughton,
Jacob Schock, Dawson, N. D.; John
Skniowitz, Scranton, Pa.;
Pied of Wounds.
Corp. Joseph Augustine, Yonkers,
N. Y.; Corp. Charles L. Dunn, Billings,
Mont.; Corp. Lawrence R. Wolfe, Zion
City, III.: Privates Edgar K. Bulka,
Bingham, 111.; James A. Dempsey,
David
Friedman,
Wis.;
Orange,
Unionville, Conn.; Romain L.
C.
Albert
New Orleans, La.;
Hohensee, Fon du Lac, Wis.; Thomas
A. Nail, Lowell. Ark.; James A. Pil- kerton, Mechanicsville, Md.; Arthur
Stucky, Gerlng, Neb.; Steve Andrew
Prbaniak, Marinette, Wis.; Hall W.
Watts, Los Angeles, Calif.; James U.
South Yakima,
Wash.;
Wilkinson,
Frank S. Wltowsky, Chicago; Edward
.1. Wolff, Seattle, Wash.;
Charles Za- ditf. Chicago; Severt Johnson, Botti
neau, N. D.: Paul N. Iiwrence, Danville, N. V.
Di(M From A.irl.lcnt.
Private Christian J. Ritter, Haiti
more, Md.
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Brest-Litovs-

CAPTURES BREADCARDS
iRr

MORNING

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED

WIRE

Amsterdam, Aug. 25. The possession of a policeman's or officer's uniform, combined with cool assurance
and a harsh commanding voice lias
often enabled criminals and swindlers
in Germany to carry out their designs
in a way that would be impossible in
any other country. A man named Jus-te- r,
wearing a uniform with sergeant's
stripes, stopped a cart in charge ot
two soldiers,. who were conveying parcels of breadcards from a printing
to the municipal food bureau in
Berlin. Representing that he was acting on "orders," he calmry took possession of, 20,000 cards and made oft,
while the soldiers stood stiffly at attention. Recaptured by a mero rhancn
afterwards, .Taster was sentenced to
nineteen months in Jail.

SUGAR PRICES TO BE
SLIGHTLY ADVANCED
RV MORNINO

JOURNA

SPECIAL LEASED

WIRE

25.

Prospects
for a slightly higher price for sugar
wero forecast by the food adminis- -'
tration today in announcing that the
sugar equalizatioti board In order to
Aug.

Washington,

minimise lequallties between prices
of the old ad new crops, will purchase
all sugar at thr old price and resell to
the holders at the new price.
The increase to consumers, It has
been said will not amount to more

than a cent

FOE IS WITHDRAWING
NORTH OF THE VESLE
With the American Army in Franco.'
Aug. 25 (by The Associated Pressi
9 p. m.
Reports from various sources
say that the Germans are withdraw.
ing north of the Vesle owing to continued pressure along the French an"!

British fronts.
In the Fismes district the GermaT
artillery fired in a desultory fashion
Sunday and there was no infantry
except patrol engagements at a
few places. t Much, heavy cannonading has been heard around goissont.
ac-ti-

May Vse .niflo IUuigrs.
Washington, "Aug. 25. In a letter
sent to the governors of all states, Secretary Daniels today called attention
to the fact that all naval rifle ranges,
'except when within the limits of a
station, are open to state troops and
civilians for purposes of practice and
expresses the hope that as many citizens as possible will avail themselves
of the opportunity.

Tell it through, the classified
columns of The Journal.
are Quick and certain.
Re-nul-

'SsWB SUG&B.
TOR THE

'

MAN

.WHO
FIGHTS

ta
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VITAL
PATTERNS to be
used for the new
materials rrmke delightful gowns that
the woman who
lives on her war
income cannot resist, but can afford.
All the McCall designs are new and
distinctive.
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War

Tax

Measure and Action on National" Prohibition During
War to Be Disposed Of,'

PATTERNS
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FLIPS FROM THE FILLUMS J
AT TlfF.

TODAY.
"The
Repeating
Murk," with F.lsie Ferguson
as the star; also reel of "World's

'If
Danger

TIIR-XTKH-

Theater

Events."

rystal Opera House Dark.
lA'rk: Theater Edward Kurle starring In "tine Thousand Dollars," from
O. Henry's book by tho sumo nume;
also good comedy reel.
I'iiHtfmo Theater Repeating June
Caprice as the star in "Miss Innocence;" also the t,vo reels of a Sunshine comedy.
C

police department to stage the stunt
and convoyed by motor cops and pursued by camera cars, Earle started
at the Circle and led the outfit a wild
chase until Greenwich Village was
reached. Then, deserted by his es- -

Lit

,

1
,

at tiik

"U."
Affording her unusual opportunities
for the display of her great histrionic
talents, "The Danger Hark," a photoplay starring Klvip Ferguson the beautiful Arteraft star, will be shown at
the "B" theater for the hiRt time today. This is a notable picturization
of Robert W. Chambers' noved and
the theme dealt with the trials of a
young society woman of wealth who
has inherited a taste for intoxicants
from .her grandfather who has died

a drunkard..
Mr. Chambers' story deals with
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Albert-Bapaum-

war-tim-

man-pow-

cort he was nearly locked up by on
"ordinary' policeman who had noted
his arrival from afar and was not in
on the game. Aside from the thrills
Incident to the speeding, the scene
is interesting as jt shows the many
famous .churches, clubs, hotels, and
mansions along the avenue.
"One Thousand Dollars' is a sparkling comedy drama from O. Henry's
book by the same name. Three pop.
ular stars are featured, Mr. Earle,
Agnes Ayres and Florence Deshon,
and in the supporting cast are Templar Saxe and Anno Hrody.
There will also be show a good
comedy reel.

AT TIIK PASTIME.
A barrel of apples was delivered at
a Xew York City motion picture studio not so long ago, the tipples being
intended for the adornment of "prop"
trees In an orchard scene to be
filmed.
A change In the director's plans
deferred
the taking of this scene for
and
insidious
most
in
its
temperance
attractive form. This subject has been a month. AVhenon the property man's
the point of dresstreated in various forms by scenario assistants were
ing the trees with the apples at the
writers, but hitherto the "horrible end
of that period, they found a sparse
type" of victims have been presented
amid revolting scenes, dens of vice peck or so remaining.
June Caprice, picture star, who has
and the like. Jn "The Danger Mark,"
however, the victim of an Inherited just completed her latest, HMiss Inno
taste for licmor Is a beautiful wealthy
society young woman who lives amid
scenes of splendor seldom shown In
any motion picture.
'
I
Miss Ferguson has. a strong role of
which she makes the most. Her sup
port is In every respect fully up to
the high standard set by Artcraft
for all Elsie Ferguson pictures.
The reel of "World's Events See
the World," will also be repeated,

t

M

AT TIIK liYItlC
Speeding fifty miles an hour at
high noon down Fifth avenue, with

fashionable shoppers scurrying lor
the curbs and outraged crossing cops
their semaphores
vainly swinging
against him, Edward Earle opens with
a real thriller tho Vitagraph Blue
Ribbon feature "One Thousand Dollars," which will be seen in the Lyric
theater today only.
Vitagraph got permission from the

and have taken many prisoners, notwithstanding reinforcements on the
battle front, according to Field Marshal Haig's report tonight.
The statement says:
"Resistance Increased today with
the arrival of German reinforcement-- ;
on the battle front.
Many hostile
counter attacks wero broken down.
Our troops with great gallantry have
overcome tho resistance and have
made further progress; they have taken many prisoners.
"North of the Somme tho
carried the enemy's positions on
the high ground east of Bray. Brit
ish troops adyanced in the direction
of Carnoy and have taken Mametz.
Mameta
"Welsh troops captured
wood.
"In the center we captured
Le Sars and Le Barque,
North of Bapaume there has been severe fighting in Favreull and about
Mory and Crolsilles. We made prog
ress east of Behngnies and in Neuvllle- Vitasse."

three-qunrt-

in- -

i

BRITISH.

Washington, Aug. 2f. Enactment
of the
hill extending nrmy
draft ages to IS and 45 years; launching of the JS, 000. 000, 000 war tax
measure in the house, and action on
national prohibition during the war.
are the tasks before congress thl
week.
The draft 'bill will be transferred
tomorrow to the senate, reported by
the senate military committee with Its
"work or fight" and other minor
amendments, and substituted In the
senate for the measure which has
been under debate there. Passage bV
or Tuesday,
tho senate tomorrow
quick agreement in conference, and
transmission to President Wilson be
London. Aug. 2!i. The followln;
Is
fore the week-enthe course communication was issued this even
planned.
ing by the air ministry:
Hcveiiupi Hill in Thursday.
"On the 25th instant our machine
The revenue bill is to be completed successfully attacked a hostile air
n
tomorrow by the house committee. In drome and the railway stations
Ex
troduced in the house Thursday and Beteembourg and Luxembourg.
called up next Monday, Jts passage! in cellent results were obtained, on th
the house by September IS Is expect railway stations."
ed. Chairman Simmons, of the senate
committee, plans a meeting later this
London, Aug. 25. Field Marshal
week 'to set a date to legin hearings Haig todrfy continued his attacks
on the house draft of the measure. nsainst tho Germans north of the riv
Ten days of senate committee hear er Somme. Contalmaison. three nnd
miles northeast of Al
ings are planned and passage of the
on
bill by the senate early in November is bert. and Warlencourt-Enucotir- t,
e
the
road, three miles
hoped for
e
have been
The
prohibition bill, un southwest of Bapaume,
der a senate agreement, comes up to captured by the British, according to
morrow but leaders have agreed to the official statement issued today by
'ay it aside until after disposal of the the war office.
bill.
The statement reads:
"Our attack to tho north of the
Negotiations are on between "wet"
Our troops
and "dry" leaders of the senate to Somme
Is continuing.
ward a compromise. As pending, the hold the road from Albert to Bn
bill proposes virtually "bone
dry paume as far as the outskirts of Le
prohibition for the country beginning sars, and have captured Contalmaison
January 1 next and efforts are being and Wa'rleneourt-Kaucour- t.
w
made to secure a respite of several
"To the north of Bapnumo
months for the lbiuor traffic.
have taken Sapignies and Behagnies.
Contests are expected in the senate
"The number of prisoners taken bv
on the amendments to the
the third and fourth armies on the
bill affecting youths under 21, and battle front since the morning
of
the "work or fight" proposal. Defeat August 21 tind passed through the
of nil amendments designed to raise collecting stations now exceeds 1",- the minimum age of 18 or to defer 000.
service of those under 21 is predicted
"A counter attack attempted by tho
Leaders say that tho "work or fight"
early last night against our
amendment will be retained and sent enemy
positions recently gained to tho nortb
to conference.
of Baillenl (In the Lys salient) broke
Agitation for Suff Amendment,
down, under our fire."
on
vote
for
immediate
an
Agitation
tho woman suffrage resolution is expected, in view of the demand voiced
by the republican senators' conference
taV MOKNlNa JOURNAL rCIAL LIA.ID WITH
yesterday for its early disposal.
A meeting of the senate mines com
Aug. 25. American
Washington,
mittee Is scheduled tomorrow to re troops on Saturday advanced their
port out the substitute for the house lines slightly east of Bazoches, whilo
mineral control bill. The substitute other American units In the Vosges
would authorize the president to form inflicted heavy losses on the enemy In
a minerals purchasing corporation repulsing a raid. General Pershing rewith a revolving fund of $200,000,000j ported in his communique dated Augto stimulate production of minerals ust 24.
which are scarce and needed for the
The text of the statement as made
war.
public tonight by the war department
Chairman Sims, of the Interstate follows:
commerce committee, has served no"Section A: East of Bazoches our
tice In the house thnt he will make no troops slightly advanced their line. In
attempt to bring up his general wa the Vosges a hostile raid was repulsed
ter power bill until Thursday,
with losses. From the other sectors
held by our troops, there Is nothin;
to report.
to
"Section B: There Is nothing
OFFICIAL STATEMENTS report in this section."
man-pow-

,OidMjjitriaBiltBy

Austro-Hungaria-

LEADERS
taV MCRNIN4 jOUMNAL .PCCIAL LIA.ID WINtl
Aug. ;ri. The British
London,
COMPROMISE troops made further progress today

Agitation Is Also Being Made
for an Immediate Vote on
the Suff Amendment; Mines
to Meet.
, Committee
IIIV MORNINC

river, it was officially announced today by the French war department.
v
reinforcements
have arrived on the southeastern end
of the western front, a number of soldiers from Austrian units having been
captured by, French patrols in tho
Woevre region.
The statement reads:
"North of Hove an enemy raid obtained no results other than to leave
a score of prisoners in our hands
There was quite a violent bombardment in the region of lieiivraignes.
"Between the Ailette and the (Use
French troops continued Hieir prog
op
ress cast of Basneux (northwest
Soissons).
"On the right bank of the Meuse
and in the Woevre nnr patrols took
which a number belonged
prisoners of
n
units."
to
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cence," which will bo seen for the last

time at the Pastime today, accepted
for the disappearanco
of the fruit.
SPECIAL
WOMEN responsibility
"When the director read the deThe most economical, cleansing and
scription of the scene to 'me, and, on
germicidal of all antiseptics Is
top of that, a barrel bulging and
brimming with luscious,
apples was set In front of me and
with the grimy city all about me
"Well, never mind about that, I've
telephoned for another barrel at my
A soluble Antiseptic Powder Co expense; and, anyway, If you send mo
bo dissolved in water as needed. to Jail there won't be any pIctuK) and
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches Mr. William Fox will have to give up
Woodmere.. So
In treating catarrh, Inflammation or his country estate at
n
ulceration of nose, throat, and that there!"
'And Miss Oiprica reached in,to the
raused by feminine Ills it has no equal.
For ten years the LycUa E. Plnkham barrel, filched fortrr another gll.ucn-In- g
wlnesap, bit into It a la country
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtlne
and. saucily sauntered Into the
Is their private correspondence with stylo
;
next scene.'
women, which proves its superiority.'
s
Tho Sunshine comedy of
Women who have been cured saj
will also be repeated. ., .
Ja
It '"worth Its weight In gold." At
Uruggtsts. COc large box, or by mall
flon't noglcrt tti Two-IS-ir
Red
Sk fniioa Tcilet Co, Button, Jiaes Cri Club,
litia today.
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AMERICAN

Washington,

Aug.

Pershing's communique

FRENCH

25. General
covering to-

day's operations follows:
"Section A: In Alsace hostile raidcav MOKNiNa jouftNAi. arictAi
parties were again driven back in
ing
liaiso winii
Paris, Aug. 25. The French have attempts to reach our lines. At other
continued their progress east of Bag' points occupied by our troops, the day
was uneventful."
neux, between the Ailette and the
according to the war office an
nouncement tonight. They repulsed
counter-attack- s
west of Creoy-A- u
Mont. Four hundred additional pris
fav MORNINa JOURNAL aRtCIAL LIABKO WIN!
oners have been taken.
Rome, Aug. 25. The war office toThe statement says:
issued the following statement:
"noth artilleries wero active In the day"Lust night our
airplanes again
of
neighborhood
Lasslgny today,
dropped 4,600 kilograms of bombs oc
"Hetween the Ailette and the Aisne aviation
camps on the Friull plain
we made new progress east of Bag- In the Lngarina valley, causing
neux and repulsed enemy counter at and
large fires.
t.
tacks west of
W
"Hostile aircraft dropped bombs on
captured 400 prisoners.
the city of Padua, slightly damaging
"Aviation:
It was impossible to some' buildings. There were no cascarry out any bombing - operations ualties,
during the day. During the night the
"There has been considerable fight
weather improved and our bombing
activity In the Semenl river region
ing
machines immediately took the air. of Albania.
Hostile forces repeatedlv
Eighteen thousand, four hundred kilo. attacked our advanced posts north of
of explosives were dropped behind the
but always were repulsed with
battle front and on stations, which Fieri, losses."
were damaged,
bivouacs in the heavy
region of Ognolles and Guiscard. Sta
Rome, Saturday, Aug. 24. Desult
tions, railways and assembly zones at ory artillery duels along the whole
Laon,
Jussy, Chau- - front are announced In an official
ny, Lafere, Ham, Semide, Pontavert statement Issued today by the Italian
were
and Gulgnlcourt
besprinkled war office:
with projectiles.
Numerous hits were
"Enemy marching troops have been
on
the
objectives and
reported
dispersed In the Val Telllna and Bren- out at Laon, Ham, Guiscard and ta valley regions ,and his patrols were
Gulgnlcourt.
driven back on the river Giudicarla"Eastern theater, August 24.: There Our aviators bombed enemy camps
was artillery activity along the whole in the Lagarina valley and on the
front, particularly the Struma and Frluli plains."
west of the Vardar. In Albania we
Sword for Marshal Foch.
repulsed enemy reconnolterlng. parties. French aviators brought down
Paris, . Aug. 26. The munlcipa'
an enemy plane west of Monastlr and council of Paris has unanimous!
British aviators bombed enemy can- agreed to present to Marshal Foch
tonments In the region of the Stru- sword of honor In recognition of
ma."
..;..,
;
Ais-ne-

ITALIAN

Crccy-Au-Mon-

ad

u,

fires-brok-
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Paris, Aug,
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French troop
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last
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FACE CONGRESS;
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niglrt made further progress to the
east, of P.agneux, on the battle front
between the Aisne and the Ailette

1V1EASLIRES

THREE
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DOCTOR GOULD

NOTHELP HER

AS HE DENOUNCES

Pinkham' Ve ge- -'
table Compound Saved
Her from a Serious
Operation.

But Lydia

SCANTILY

ALLIES' CLAIM!

G

Execute a "Strategic Statements That Troops Were
n
Landed to Protect
Retreat" Minus Boots or
Railroad Branded
Suspenders; Germans Face
Him
a Lie,
as
by
Defeat, Say Captives,

Huns

Trans-Siberia-

With the French Army In France.
9ti fhv TVlA A Knntn tml Prwl
The first phase of the battle of the
Aisne and Oise has put the French in
nossessiofi of the entire xoiitb ban
of the Oise west of the Ailette nnd of
the Ailette river Irom the Oise to Pont
St. Maid.
j
back up
Tho Germans are thrown
rtn Itin ltillv fnrdat
nf fmlpv
for communication
between their
troops operating on the Oise abov'
the Ailette and their troops on thn
Aisne east of Soissons. ,
Both sides command the Oise with
their artillery. French scouts have
found it so formidably defended by
machine gun nests nnd artillery from
Noyon to Chauny that it will require
considerable work hy tho heavy artillery before a crossing in force ii
Anfi,

attempted.

IYciK'li Cross the Ailette.
tho right hank of the Ailette,
the Germans are resisting stoutly
from a strong position along the edge
of the forest of Coney. Small parties
of French have effected a crossing.
General Wangln has won n substantial victory, of which there is
plenty of material evidence, besides
300
captured
13,000 prisoners and
cannon, lie set out first to drive the
Germans from the plateaux of
Nnmpcel and Carlepont ly
a violent thrust northward, then by
a quick facing about toward the east
to drive them off the Heights west or
Ailette, thus clearing tho south bank
.f the Oise nnd lending support to the
third army's action in the hills of
Thleseourt.
Floe In Scanty Attire.
Tho program succeeded so rapidly
thnt ihomrh the enemv may say that
i,
ti,ari unhindered, some of his
stuff officers were obliged to flee in
scanty attire. A German general war)
seen running from one of the exits ol
at the ton of Mount Cholsy
without boots or suspenders, Just as
French soldiers appeared nt the other
entrance.
The corresnondent who later visited
that cavern found in it other evidences
of the hasty departure of the German
.lUMuinnni staff that had occupied it.
and
Along with tho general's boots
suspenders there were several pairs
of costly field glasses and a t'omi""1
telephone system.
In the piles of arms and ammunition that have been collected on nnd
nmiimt th heiuht. there a consider
able number of bayonets with the
blade.
Iltins Thxmied to Defeat,
It tho Germans did not Intend to
remain south of tho Oise they evidently thought they could hold this
with
position. The slopes ore covered
brush thnt hides the gullies and cavern entrances, whore machine gun
nests in ambush' held up the division
that was engaged In tho attack from
The Gerg o'clock in tho evening.
mans were even preparing to spend
the night in their elaborately fitted
In the quarry at the
On

Andig-nicour-

t,

saw-toot- h

(BY MORNINQ

PASSElERlTO

WRf

characterizes the statements that

Brooklyn. N. Y. " I suffered something dreadful from a displacement and
two very bad
of inflammation. My doctor
said he could do
nothing more for
me and I would
have to co to the

4tfi

th-- t

troops were landed In Siberia
to protect the
railway
as a lie, according to a dispatch received here from Berlin. The proclamation follows:
"To all: When in April preparations
were being made for a Japanese landing In Vladivostok, the Japanese general staff informed the cabinets of
the allies that danger threatened
railway from Gorman and
Austrian prisoners.
I thereupon sent
American and British officers from
Moscow to the Siberian railway, who
were obliged officiary to conflrrt
that nil statements regarding tho
railway being in danger were, tdl)
gossip. This fact is known to Ambassador Francis.
Now thnt the intervention of the allies Is an accomplished fact the American governmer.t
has supported the Japanese lie.
"According to tho American statement, the object of the intervention
of the allies is to help the Czechoslovaks against risings of German and
Austrian prisoners of war. This is u
lie. Just ns was the Japanese statement regarding t lie menace to the Siberian railway by the Germans."
allied

hospital for an
but
operation,
Lydia E. Pink- .i ham's
Vegetable
,b Compound
and
j Sanative Wash
have entirely cured
me of my troubles
and I am now in

trans-Siberia- n

good health. I am
willing you should use my
testimonial and hope to benefit
other suffering women by go
doinfr." Mrs. F. Platt. 9
Woodbine St, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Operationsasipon women in our hospitals are constantly on the increase,
fcut before submitting to an operation
for ailments peculiar to their Bex every
woman owes it to herself to give that
famous root and herb remedy, Lydia E.
I'inkham's Vegetable Compound, atrial.
If complications exist write Lydia K.
Finkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., for
advice.
v
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Forty-tw- o

Divisions

Have Suffered Heavy Casualties During the Recent
Offensive of British,
(BY

MONNINB

JOURNAL

BPKCIAL

LCASCO

WIRBI

MORNINa JOURNAL

BRTO.

LBASIB WIRBI

London, Aug. 25. Gorman
say the situation between
Spain and Germany is critical, but
that Germany can make no concessions with regard to her submarine
wiirfure, says a dispatch to the
Telegraph from Copenhagen.
The- Taegllsche Rundschau admits
the beginning of a conflict which mat
affect the position of both Mexico and
Argentina. "The complaints of Spain
mean an admission in favor of tho entente powers," says this newspaper,
"and Spain's threat means' a step away
from the path of neutrality desired by
the Spanish people. The Spanish note
must be considered by the German
people as an unfriendly act."
The Lokal AnKelger says thatSpaltl
must acknowledge
the conditions
which compelled Germany to resort
news-pnpe-

rs

British Front in France, Aug. 25.
Forty-tw- o
German divisions have suf
fered considerable losses in the pres
ent drive, losing 40,000 soldiers, in to submarine warfare.
cluding several hundred officers, in
SERGEANT CAMPBELL'
prisoners alone.
The capture of one officer and four
AN MISS SUMAN ARE
gunners of an Austrian battery con
firms the presence of Austro-Hung- a
MARRIED IN EL PASO
rlnn artillery o nthe western front.
DISRATE

tRRBCIAL

SCORPION'S CREW
IN GOOD HEALTH,

headquarters

top.
But after a short artillery preparation the place was stormed and the
German staff had only Just time to
taken
get away. One officer who was
said:
prisoner,
"The French are making war In an
atentirely new fashion. It Is a great
tack."
Bank and filo prisoners without exIs
ngree that Germany
ception
,nn,mt tn defeat. Most of these men
were in the machine gun sections that
the new German tactics sacrmce iu
protect the retreat, and they express
their resentment freely.

JOURNAL BRICIAL LKACtD

Amsterdam, Aug. 2f. Leon Trotsky, in a proclamation published in
the Krasnaya Gazetta, August 23.

EL

NAVY IS ADVISED

faV MORNINa JOURNAL

BRBCIAL

LEASKD

WIRBI

Washington, Aug. 25. Officers and
enlisted men of the U- S. S. Scorpion
Interned at Constantinople
by tho
Turkish government since April 11,
1917, are being accorded excellent
treatment and all are in good h i n,
the navy department annouced tonight, upon receipt of a report
through the Swedish legation at Con-

stantinople,
The report, which tells of the conditions of living of three officers and
men of the Scorpion's crew,
fifty-si- x
was the first detailed word received
AGREE-TO
MAKERS
since the gunboat was Interned for
failure to leave Turkish waters before
hour period expired.
the twenty-fou- r
The crew of the Scorpion receive
nnd abundant food, thfr
CUT PRODUCTION wholesome
report states. Football games On the
y
drill grounds of the Turkish- of marine, visits under escort
to Constantinople,
lay MoeNisa journal brbcial lia.id wirb)
daily newspaper
Aug. 25, Manufao nnd books are allowed the Americns.
Washington,
turers of passenger automobiles and The men are reported to bo contented,
repair parts have agreed with the their only requests at found by the
war industries board to limit producSwodlsh officials being for morn news
tion during the last six months of from home and more shore leave.
1918 to twenty-fiv- e
per cent of the
The announcement cf the navy
total production In 1917, according to jrlves for the first time the names of
of
form
announcement tonight in the
tho men Interned. The officers are:
a letter from the war Industrie?
lieutenant Leman Ia Babbitt,
,
N. Y.; Lle'iunant Comboard to the national automobile
To permit manders James G. Onielvens. Wvst in,
chamber of commerce.
this production the board gave no- W- Va., and John l' Jluddlestone,
tice that it will extend preferential Geneva. Fin.
treatment for the obtaining of materials necessary to "match up" the TORPEDOES DEMAND
stock on hand.
CLOSE ATTENTION
Plants having an excess supply of
steel on hand after completing the
(ST MORNINa JOURNAL BRBCIAL LBABBD WIRB)
permitted construction, according to
An Irish Port, Aug. 25
It requires
the terms of the agreement, will be
g
by highly skllW
required to turn over the supply to frequent
other plants. The agreement means ed mechanics and a plant especially
the cutting of automobile production equipped for the work to maintain
during the last half of the present torpedoes In' a state of efficiency to
Insure effectiveness One small defect
year at least fifty per cenK
The board In Its letter refused to that may develtp as the torpedo lies
in a tube on a vessel may render It
make any promises concerning
of passenger automobiles worthless at a time when most needed.
after December 31, 1918, but
its previous request that all ' Lack of facilities and men who untorpedoes brought officers of
plants get on a war work' basis be- derstood
the American destroyer base a rather
fore the end of the year,
The letter says the basis of re- perplexing problem some months ago
and
ports furnished by automobile man- but it has been successfully met
ufacturers the stocks of raw and ol work is now progressing on A scale
d
materials, aggregating that rivals a torpedo station In the
In value approximately $150,000,000, United States.
are greatly unbalanced and can not
until "matched up" Tell it through the classified
be liquidated
with other materials In the manufac- coltijnns of The Journal. Re-sal- ts
"
"'
ture, of cars.
are quick and certain.
voiri-Istr-

TO

MORNINB JOURNAL!

Helen, N. M., Aug. 25. Announcements have been received of the marriage In El Paso on August 17 of Sergeant Wilson DeWitt ''Campbell and
Miss Maude Human of Clovls, N. M.
Sergeant Campbell Is the oldest son
of Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Campbell,
pioneer residents of Belen! Miss Human is the oldest daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Suman of Clovis and un,
til recently lived in
where
both the bride and groom have many
friends who wish them much wedde t
bliss. Sergeant Campbell was one of
the first to volunteer and his present
position as clerk of the truck company at Fort Bliss speaks for his ablt- rtty. His bride Is a young lady of
unusual ability and accomplishments.
She was a valued member of the Santa Fe office force in Belen. '
Bt-lon-

Join the

"Two-nil-

Club.

"

PROPOSALS
for leasing
approximately 100,000 Sores ot
Pueblo
grazing land of the Islets
Grant will be received St the office
SEALED

of P. T. Lonergan, Supt., 728 North.
Second Street, Albuquerque. N. Mex ,
up to 12 noon, Friday. August 30th.
Bids should be accompanied
1918.
by certified check for IB per cent . of
AA
13iYrtaut
lha amntml
should be obtained at ths Superintendent's Office at the above address.
V

fni-m-

;

Recitali

'

th'
Benefit of the
Red Cross
for

IfotH-.hton-

-

'

hJ

'..

Margaret Matties, Soprano
"
and : '
Ireno Fartcb, Violinist ,

over-haulin-

at the

'

High School
Auditorium

i Tuesday,
at

.

August 27

8:15 p.

n.

"

.

At the llano Mr. BV Stanley
Seder, Mr. Harold fartoh

femi-Hnishe-

TICKETS
'"

Ob Sale

50c

at Matsuu's

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Mbnday, August 26, 1918.
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CONSTABLE RUNS MILE
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early

'

7

j

if . . .
Weaver, us . .
Murphy, 2b
Collins, lb . . .
Pevormer, rf.
Finelll. Sl . .
Sfhalk. c
Russell, p. . . .
30

0

4 24

-

By PAIL PI R.MAX,
To be the winner of the natlona"
tennis singles in America would mean
nia great deal to Ichiya KumuL'an, the
0
Japanese tennis champion and one
,of the leading ten in America's lion- "or roll of 191ti. but ,, chivalry meant
n,p j., raciiucter, who
ijmore t0
lias refused to enter tne competition
0
IK-

0
n

.

.

3

1

111

1

3

0

0

1

1

J
..31 6 9 7 9
Totals
ut
tennis- Score by Innings:
The cream of American
ftn
"00
ers are in government service. In
Chieago
321 000 00x
Cifact wit, lht
Washingwton
exception of Kumu- hit PloinlcIi. Bae un 0f
are
first ten of 9
Summary: Two-bas- e
Three-bas- e
hit Shotton. Stolen bas"; serving the government. Under thos
(
Shotton. Double play Plcinich '"circumstances Kumagae believed
Lavan to Judge. Bases on balls Offiw()u,(1
unfair for him t
rilher
Russell 2, ofl hnaw i. mruoii urn
against
Pom,,Pt tor tnP ehainplonshi
Py Shaw 9, by Russell 7.
those who are left, players who do not
Second game:
represent the highest form of Amorcan tennis.
Chicago.
F..
AB. K. II. PO. A.
Kumagae was entered In Ihe na- 1
4
0 3 1 0
Wood, cf
3
Leibold, If
4
Weaver, ss
STANDING OF THE TEAMS
3
Murphy, 2b
Collins, lb
o1
:
National league.
K0
Russell, rf
0
0
Pinelli, 3b
Won. Lost. Pet.
0
Schalk, c
.er.s
41
70
0, Chicago
Shellenback, p
CI
.51"
57
jlCincliinati
59
r.2
4 24 12
3' New York
29 . 3
Totals
i

1

1 G

,

-

Washington.

AB. R. II. PO.

A.

Pittsburgh
y Philadelphia
jjjst. Louis

.

.

3

.

4

Judge, lb . .
Milan, cf .
Schulte. rf
Shanks, 21)
Lavan, ss . .
Pieinlch, c
JohnBon, p

.

3

.
.

3
3

.

3

01

.

4

2'

.

4
3

.

2

Chief Justice Hanna to Be the
Principal Speaker of Occa-

'3

sion; Administration
to Attend,

'"'

b
.

.

...

Boston

ft

n; Brooklyn

0'

C2

no

nr

r,2
til)
54

f,9
-.

7.-

.4B
4

a

.430
.421
.418

AimTicuit

ft,

.Boston

"

154

tional doubles at the Longwood Orlck
otolith. Boston, however, being paire !
with Harry Taylor.
His action in refusing to take part
a
in the singles gave the little Jap
place in the hearts of American tennia lovers which is won only by those
showing the highest sort of spoils- inansnip.
Kumagae first became known to
Americana in I91U when with anotheJap, lie came lure to compete In the
national doubles and singles. Although
the orientals were unable to win in
cither their play was so remarkable
and Kiimafae's singles performances
he was
a caliber that
f so high
placed in the first ten. the
can of tennis
Kumagae is left handed and his
volleying is the most terrific seep on
the courts this year.

Cleveland
Washington
New York .
- iTMcnaa
...

Won.

Lost.

Pet.

70
67
67

HO

c

r,7

.58')
.fill?
.55
.r.04

r.2

f3

.w

.30
fi
Totals
00
.
r.r.
.43?
Score by inn'.ng:
7i
Philadelphia
010 002 000- -3
fi
r,o
.43
Chicago
,nproit
01x- --o
61
.419
44
Jmu
Washington ........000 400PiCinlCh.l
B
hit
..tnmarv;
hltsl
Sacrifice
Collins.
Three-has- e
hit
Milan, Schulte. Sacrifice fliesMi- - BOSTON NINE OBJECTS TO
Shanks, Murphy. Pontile plays
lan to Judge; Shanks to jimge
WORLD SERIES SCHEDULE
Bases on balls Off ShellenbackJohn-Bo-2
oht
By
1.
Struck
off Johnson
MORNINtf
JOURNAL RP1CIAL LtASCO WIRIl
6, by Shellenback 2.
Boston
Boston,
Aug. 2!. The
American league club will refuse tu
CHICAGO MAKES SURE
abide l.y the schedule arrangements
for the world's series, as given by
PENNANT BY
OF N.
President Ban Johnson, of the AmeriBEATING DODGERS can
league, in Chicago on Saturday,
II. H. Frazee of the Boston
President
W,RI
iPICIAL
LIIO
lY MORNINS JOURNAL
the
teum,
league leaders, unnouncedi
New York. Aug. 25. Chicago made
President Frazee said the
sure of the National league pennant tonight. to
play the first three games
proposal
today by winning the first came of in Chicago was unfair to the Boston
Chia. double header with Brooklyn.
team.
He suggested that the first twa
cago's probable American league ophe games, September 4 and 5, should be
ponent in the world series will
in Boston, and the next two on
Boston, which leads Cleveland hy four played
and Sunday, September
Saturday
five.
and
hy
Washington
games
leader and 8, In Chicago.
The 1918 National league
club wins the Amerthe
Boston
"If
their margin over New ican
Increased
1
will refuse to
league
pennant
seven
week
York last
by whining
abide
by the schedule arrangements
Clianlt
while
the
of
out
nine,
games
for the world series as given o"ut by
won only two in six.
President Johnson in Chicago on Sat
diBoston
In the American league
urday," Mr. Frazee said.
bu'
Cleveland,
with
vided two games
"While it has been the custom for
three
gained on the Indians by taking
the
contending club owners to toss a
while
St.
Louis,
out of four from
to decide upon the place of the
coin
even
by WashingCleveland was held
of the series, I do not mind
opening
ton In four games.
waiving that formality and playing
the first two games in Chicago and
GERMANS' LIQUID FIRE
then coming to Boston for two
.

TwO-liaS-

L

FAILURE, SAYS SOLDIER gumfs."
O'CONNOR REPLIES TO
The Germans are not resorting to
now
much
PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
the use of the liquid fire as
as they did in the early lart of the
MORN, NO JOURNAL tPICIAL LtASCO WIRtl
war, said Sergeant Bernard IT. Kcarne"
trintlnn
9 r.
1 t (Via panhca,
At, ir
of a mailical corps unit who, with
nine other soldiers, was In Allniquer oi jonn mi, on, cnairman oi tne irisn
nationalist party, T. P. O'Connor ha,
que yesterday. The ten were victims sent to America
a reply to the recent
of a gas attack on the western front
forwarded to President
address
to
Bayard
Fort
on
are
their
way
and
by Sir Kdward Carson, the Pis
for treatment.
ter leader, and head of the war aim
"Although they used It for a long committee.
time," continued the sergeant, "It is
Mr. O'Connor complains that whil
not thfe success they thought It would
be. The wind often blows the fire mentioning the alleged Sinn Fein proto
omits
Kdward
Sir
German
plots,
faces."
own
back Into their
While here, Sergeant Kearnes was mention that he and his associates be'
a guest of Private Claude C. O'Ohal-lo- fore the war In speeches anil in
would
formerly of Canada's "Ftghtinn newspapers declared that they emSeventh," who is here to recuperate prefer the rule of the Gorman
from 'wounds he received on the peror to home rule and that he and
his friends were supplied from Gerfront.
many with 60,000 ri'l'les, which "thev
still hold for the purpose, now as be"Across Porto" Swimming Race,
an
fore the war, of making war upon
Paris, Aug, 26. The 11th annual act
of the British parliament." '
"across Peris" swimming contest was
Mr. O'Connor further charges that
won today by Michael. Fleurix win
second and Nivet finished third. The it was Sir Kdward Carson's rebel
precipitated the war
winner swam the distance in two movement which
minutes. .More by creating In the German mind the
hours and fifty-nin- e
would he
than half a million people, lined the miscalculation that England
embarrassed by the later rebellion
banks of the (Seine ti see the race. , too
to enter the war. Mr- O'Connor con
the action of Carson
tends that It was
. New Tank Record.
rule1 and
home
when
holdingup
25.
France,
Alameda, Calif., Aug.
of revolution
doctrine
the
established
preaching
Cowellfl, of San Francisco,
accepting a place in the cabinet
a women's world tank record foi and
transformed Ireland from enthat
1?
In
880 yards here today, finishing
thusiastic
support of the war to Its
formei
minutes, 48 5 seconds. The
of sullen detachattitude
Zaix
present
held by
record was 14:31
f
ment. ..
.
Nave of London.
T

Wl'-so-

n,

S.

Johnston, rf
Olson, fs
Daubert, lb
'A. Wheat, If
Myers,

o'Mara,
Doolan,

'.

I

1

1

0

1

4

-

-

2

2

!

6
0
0
0

3

3

c

o

11

o

0

0

3

n

3

4

1

4

.".b

3

2b

3

o

M.

wheat, c
Marmiard, p

xMiller
xxCoombs,

3

......

1

0

0
0
1

1

8
1

0

0

0
0

1

0

0
0
2
0

0
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day program,

including

a meeting

in Labor

Union

on South Second

street. The exercises at the grove in the afternoon
are to include addresses by Governor

I.lndsey and MaJ. E. P. Bujac, and
fa Hons ginies. The program follows:
10 a. lit. Parade down, town.
Noon. Basket picnic at Huning park
1:30. p. m. Band cunccrt patriotic
airs Huning park2. p. m.
Patriotic songs Liberty
chorus.
2:20 p. m. Introductory remarks
Geo. Jt. Craig.
3 p
Governor W. E.
m. Address
Lindsey.
A.
3:50 p. m. Address in Spanish
A." Sedillo.
4:30 p. m. Address Major E.

Urges

If the enthusiasm displayed by the
Santa Fe employes can be taken as a
prediction regarding the fuel conser

Spread the Report in 1917
That Teutons Were About to
Overthrow "Kaiserism" to
Stop Our War Plans,

Iibor

following

All

AB. It. II. PO. A. E.

9

The

the parade, exercises at Huning Grove
and the dance at Masonic temple in
the evening, was announced yesterday
hall

BECKER ALLEGES

Washington.
.AB. R. H. PO. A.F..

Foster,

ATH.S.T ONIGHT

T ORDODHUS

one-hal-

Totals

Shotion, If

ff

if

GERMANY TRIED

ab. n. h. po

. . . .

Rhotton, If
Foster, 3b
Judge, lb
Milan, rf .
Schnlie, rf
Shanks, 2b
Lavan, ss
Pielnich, c
Shaw, p .

yesterday

he
morning,
Morgan decided
arrest the two men. That is when
the chase began.
The two nun sprinted down
.Mountain road with Moraga in
pursuit. The two turned south
Chicago Splits a Double-head- er
on First street and continued.
Thus $ Although
With Brooklyn,
Moraga fired several
S
shots nt the men they did not
the
for
Pennant
Clinching
stop and neither was Moraga
able to catch up with them until
Present Season,
he got to Copper avenue. There
as .he arrested Sandoval, Padilla,
made his escape. In his flight,
'
'lOANINtf JOURNAL RFtCIAL LCAtlC WIRtl
however, Padilla lost his hat.
Chicago, Aug.'2r, -- The Talis today
Moraga took Sandoval anil Padil- cinched the National league pennant
hat to the police station.
la's
ti.v breaking oven with Brooklyn wh'ie
New York- the runner up, remained
die. If Chicag looses all its remaining games while .New York wins all
Its games left on the schedule, New
York can not overtake the locals, who.
in
f
games
are eleven and
front. Chicago won the first game,
with the aid of erratic playing by
Brooklyn but lost the second when
Brooklyn bunched hits in the fourth
Inning. Scores, first game:
Brooklyn.

WIRfl

Washington, Aug. 25. Washington
won both games. Ijivan got four hits
in as ninny times nt bat in the second
game. Scores, first game:
Chicago.
Good, of

FOR FUEL MEETING

i-

Washington
Stars in Second Contest by
Landing Four Hits in as
Many Times at Bat.'

OF

LABOR DAY ANNOUNCED

Constable .A. S. Moraga is not $
track man but he is able to do
the mile in fast time- Following
4 an alleged row between
Juan
P.id,i!'u and Salador Sandoval in
a

III NATIONAL BY

i

for

shortstop

3V

1

TO BE HELD

C0MEMM0RATI0N

IN

,e

Martlnt-ztow-

1. "

DOUBLE-HEADE- R

PROGRAM

PLANS COMPLETE

vatton meeting, which is to ba held at
the high school auditorium tonight, I
will be the most successful affair ever
put on by railroad men here. Th.
meeting will begin at 8 o'clock with
Ball games and other sports with
('.. M. l.'otts, assistant attorney for the
Santa Fe railroad, acting as chair-m- a music will be held between each of
n.
the following, events.
Boys foot race, ages under 12, winThe United States fuel adminisira-tio- n
for New Mexico has announced ner to receive a Thrift Stamp.
Girls foot race, ages under 12, winitself as heartily in accord with the
purpose of the mass meeting, and it ner to receive Thrift Stamp,
Boys foot race, ages over 12- to 15,
strongly urges all fuel users in Albuwinner to receive a Thrift Stamp.
querque to bo present.
Girls foot race, ages 12 to 15, winThe officials of the fuel administration in this state have been activelv ner to receive a Thrift Stamp.
Ladles nail driving contest, best
of
with the committee
railroad men who are arranging for three out of five baby bond the prize-Boyall ages in apple eating conthe meeting, and the administration
will be represented on the program by test .winner to receive a Thrift Stamp.
Tug of war with team picked from
of the state orgaiiizutio'i
members
who are In close touch .with the fue shops versus up town team.
At 6 o'clock everybody with the
situation throughout the country.
Chief Justice It. H. Hanna, mem- Liberty chorus, accompanied by the
ber of the advisory board of th hand, In singing the Star Bengled banstate fuel administration, and ponal ner.
9:30 p. m. Grand ball Masonic temW. Young, exectitive secretary of thi
fuel uilminist ration for New Mexico ple, Seventh street entrance.
will come down from Santa Fe today
to be present ut. the meeting.
Judge LONDON ART DEALER
Hanna will be the principal speaker
IN AFTER WAR PLAN
of the evening, and should have much
of Interest for the citizen who is not
fV MOANING JOURHAL RPRVTAW LRARCD WIRB1
yet fully awake to the importance of
fuel conservation as a
London, Aug. 25, The trustees of
measure.
the national gallery have accepted an
The program will open with a violi'1. offer from Joseph Puveen, an Art
solo by Miss Grace Stortz. Following dealer of London
andj New York, to
the address of Jude;e Hanna. tlier?
provide a new building to house modwill be a piano solo by K. Stanley ern
foreign art. The building will be
Seder, an address by J. F. Harlnett erected immediately after the war on
of
to
the general manager
assistant
the Thames Embankment near the
the railroad, and an address by A. F houses of parliament.
Bauer, general transportation inspec
under consideraPlans are
tor. As is custom with all fuel meet- tion. The newalready will house
large
gallery
at
ings arranged by the Santa Fe,
collections of modern French, Amerleast two speakers with actual expe- ican and Italian
paintings already
rience in firing a locomotive will be
given or bequeathed to the national
talks.
asked to give
while plenty of room will be
H. J. Parker, general manager of gallery,
reserved
for later acquisitions of the
western lines for the road, has Issued ' same character.
to attend the
a call for employes
meeting. In his circular he says:
"The fuel situation this coming
winter promises to be even worse
than It was last winter, and the only
way in which actual shortage and sufCleaners-Hatte- rs
fering can be avoided is by the Individual efforts of each and every one.
Phone 44.
Practically every employe on the rail- S2o West Gold.
road can assist in the saving of, fuel
and should interest himself in tho
matter in order that the proper re
suits may be obtained.
"The saving of fuel Is necessary in
order that our soldiers in France may
be kept supplied with food, clothing
and ammunition. They are aoin?
their part to the fullest extent, and
We are In a position to give
we should be just as loyal and pamore value for the money than
triotic here."
any other BUILDING FIRM In
A member of the committee on arthis vicinity.
rangements said yesterday that some
Office With
of the townspeople had the Idea that
the meeting was only for railroad em
Lum- ploycs. This is incorrect. The genUo.
eral public Is urged to attend, as their
is considered as essential
. PHONE
to the economy of fuel as is that of
the company and its employes.

New York, Aug. 25. Germany con-"
4
ducted a "subtle propaganda in 1917"
8 24 15
Totals
x 'Halted for M. Wheal in ninlh. to check American
preparation for
xx
Untied for Mamnard in
war by leading the public to believe
that the German people were about
A. K. to overthrow "kaiserism," Alfred T.
AH. K.
1
2
0
Flack, if
J Becker,
deputy state attorney general,
B
B
1
2
llollocher, us
asserted tonight In making public the
0
4
0
0
0
0
If
Mann,
1
0
2
0 results of his examination of George
I
Paskeit. cf
0 T. O'Pell, correspondent of the New
0
4
0 10
Merkle. lb
York F.vening Mail, who went to Ger1
1
0
3
Peal, 3b
von Bern
with Ambassador
1
1
0
2
many
)
2b
elder,
7
0 storff after the breaking qf diplomatic
2
2
0
4
Killifer, o
0
relations.
4
0
3
0 0
Walker, p
O'Pell
According to Mr, Becker,
was granted interviews with reputed
2
7 27 13
5
29
Totals
leaders of German thought and was
Score by Innings:
encouraged to send back articles "de002
100
000:!
Brooklyn
to persuade America, by wha
004 001 OOx i signed
Chicago
would appear the testimony of an tin
e
Olson.
hits
Summary:
prejudiced observer, that the German
Three-bas- e
hits Flack. Stolen baset masses were about to rise against
Hollocher, Peal. Sacrllice hits
their masters and that the war could
llollocher, O'Mara, Walker. Double be won by political measures without
plays llollocher to Merkle 2, Paub"rt force of arms."
unassisted. Base on bulls Marqua.d
BY
Mr. Becker said O'Pell was required
Walker to send his articles hy cable because
R; Walker 2. Hit hy pitcher
1. Struck out
Walker 6; Marquard If they were sent by wireless thet
might be picked up In Russia, whet a?
Second game:
then was disseminating
Germany
The Belen baseball players, who
Brooklyn.'
different brand of propaganda.
were accompanied to Albuquerque by
K.
AB. R. IT. PO. A.
O'Pell, Mr. Becker says, trot muck
0 of his Information
0
0
0
fifteen automobile loads of rooters, Johnston, rf
0
4
from Pr.
u
1 ' 1
2
0
censor in the German foreign
defeated the Alhuuuerquo Sluggers at Olson, ss
C
1
0
2
It 0
Hopewell nehl yesterday afternoon Paubert, 2h
office; Professor Gaevernitz of Frel
4
0 1 3 0 0
to the tune of 9 to 1. The visitors Z. Wheat, If
burg university; Pr. Koertz of Heidel-of
1
5
1
0
4
1
made their runs by leaps, opening Myers, cf
berg, and other "alleged leaders
0
2
2
0
4
0
with two in the second, making five O'Mara. 3b
t
0 thought."
4
1
S
0
4
more in the sixth and two In the Doolan. 2b
to Mr. Becker. O'Pell
According
.'4 0 1 5 0 0 prepared an additional series of artiMiller, c
eighth.
0
3
0
0
0
, ... 3
The Sluggers' only run came in the Smith, p
cles after his return to America which
seventh Inning, after M. Chaves made
Kdward A. Kumely. then managPr.
0
S
27 12
32 2
a. single, stole second, took third on
Totals
the New York Evening
ing editor-odistributee'
widely
Stumpf's sacrifice and was forced
Chicago.
Mail, ordered
home on a bunt hit by P. Chaves. The
AB. R. II PO. A. K. through the Evening Mail's syndicate
1
0 But the syndicate manager refused to
0
0
Sluggers lay defeat to the fact that Flack, rf
1
B
0
four of their host players were work
ss . . . . 4 0 1
Hollocher,
push their sale.
0
0
2
0
3
ing and unable to play. The four re Mann. If
0
0
liables who failed to be in the Slug
0
1
3
U, S, TO ESTABLISH
Paskert, cf
0
1
are: Rose Salazar, Mose Merkle,
iters' line-u- p
0 12
3
0
lb
1
0
1
3
HalHznr, Armijo, pitcher,- and Oull
0
CREDIT WITH SPAIN
3
Deal, 3b
Hams.
0 1 3 7 0
3
2t
McCabe,
2
P. Chaves did the twirling for the O'Fnrrell, c
0
0
3
1.3
JOURNAL IMCIAL LIASIO WIR?
CRT HORNIN
4
0
0
0
0
2
Sluggers and although he did good Tvler, p.
Madrid, Aug. 25. El Liberal today
O
0
0
O
0
work, at times was given poor sup Barber, x
T
At
announced
that negotiations were
port. Pyle the twirler for the Belen
beloatr
commercial
for
a
0
was
the
B
credit
star
of
the
18
1
27
day,
tBamj
proceeding
29
Totals
Ing himself with eleven strike-out- s
tween Spain and the I'nited States Paint, Otis, Glass, Maltliold Roofln,
x Batted for Tyler in ninth.
and Building Paper.
'"
He also made the longest hit of the
. .000 200 0002
"Spain," the newspaper says,
Moore also did Brooklyn
day, a
or J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBEF
010
000
0001
of
300,000,000
a
credit
opening
some hard hitting for the Belen team Chicago
e
hits Holloch- 500,000,000 pesetas, the United States
Summary:
COMPANY making a hit each time at bat. The
Three-bas- o
hit
er, Paskert, Doolan.
giving as a guarantee the signature;
teams are already negotiating for
Olt
cotton
O'Mara Stolen bases Johnston,
of American firms exporting
third game next Sunday. The line-u- p
son. Sacrifice lilt Daubert. Poublft Spain. With this credit the United THE WM. FARft COMPANY
yesterday follows:
to
Merkle
States will be able to purchase in Wholesale and Retaf! Dealers ti
P. plays Myers to Doolan: Off
catcher;
Stunipf,
Sluggers
Hoilocher. Bases on balls
Tyler
base:
Spain' some of the products necessary
first
Chaves, pitcher; Guevara,
FKUSH
AND SALT HEATS
Soto, second base; Burns, third base; 3. Struck out By Smith 3, by Tyler for Its army In France without the
Sausage a Specialty
Fourth St. and Copper Ave,
peO'Farrell.
into
dollars
of
M. Chaves, shortstop; Gonzales, light 2. Passed ball
changing
necessity
For Cattle and Hoga the KtUlni
reduction
the
thus
avoiding
center
setas
and
Garcia
field;
field; Cordova,
Market Prteee Are Paid
Cincinnati
Boston
left field.
and In exchange.
25. Boston
Cincinnati,
Aug.
othet
and
Willard
"Ambassador
Belen Kd wards, catcher;
Pyle,
broke even, Boston winning American officials have had several
pitcher; Linn, first base; Quintana, Cincinnati
in ten Innings and Cin interviews with the members of th
first
the
game
second
base;
Stockton, shortstop;
the Becond. The first Spanish government and it Is believe?
cinnati
taking
BusBrun
third
l.e
and
base;
Moore,
the second
been
tamante. left field; Alford, centei was a slugging match andsecond
was the basis of an agreement hason the
The
battle.
a
pitchers'
field.
The interest payable
field; Gilbert, right
reached.
called at the end of the seventh inning loan has been the subject of discuson account of darkness.
to
LONDON HELLO GIRLS
R. H. E. sion, the United States objecting
Score First game:
America offci
five
3 paying
percent.
18
104
101
QUIT FOR MATRIMONY Boston .. ..000
to pay the balance remaining of the
Cincinnati ..001 050 100 0 7 17 2
in Mexican gold on the day of
loan
NorthBatteries: Ragan. Crandall,
IRV MORNINa JOURNAL RWRClAL LKARIO WIRBJ
liquidation."
and
Lortdon, Aug. 2". So many girl tel- rop and Wagner; Eller, Ring
ephone operators have been married Wingo.
P H. E STUDENTS TO REGISTER
Score Second game:
lately that the officials in charge of Boston
4
0
000
.000
In
London have
'he telephone service
FOR SCHOOL THIS WEEK
1
8
-001 001
Cincinnati
Issued a statement to clients apoloRing
Batteries:
Nehf
and
Wagner;
gizing for delays and explaining that
Registration of high school stuall the exchanges are very shorthand-d- . and Archer.
dents
will be held this week .although
"The claims of love have proved
'
the fall term of the city schools does
too strong for many of our girl em KARLSRUHE BOMBED
not onen until September 3. Fresh
ployes," says the statement, "and we
BY BRITISH AIRMEN
are now in urgent need of a large
men and sophomores are requested to
number of operators."
register Thursday and Juniors and
IRY MORNINO JOURNAL RRRCIAL. LEAD WlRl
seniors Friday.
24
(Saturday.
Amsterdam, Aug.
N
MAIL
A new form of recitation and study
A telegram from Karlshrue on Friday
period Is to be adopted In the high
BY AIR0VER A YEAR
school this year. Heretofore the recimorning to the, Frankfort Zoitun
ten British airmen bombed tation periods have been divided into
that
says
MORNINQ JOURNAL RPICIAL LIASCD WIRK
Karlshrue this morning. Most of the forty minutes ach. There will now
Here is your chance to make money with which to
reParis, Aug. 25. Cables from Amer- bombs fell In the
be seventy minute periods for study
country,
open
ica describing the Institution of an
&t Savings Stamps. t
Buy
In considerable damage to pri- nnd recitation combined. This plan
aerial mall service between New York, sulting
Nin" will reduce the period from eight td
one place.
vate
in
the rags, and bringing them to thia
dwellings
By
collecting
Philadelphia and Washington have led persons were killed and six Injured five a day. The new plan is consider'
V'
office.
to the revelation that a regular erv
of the attacking airplanes, ac- ed advantageous in that It will permit
Five
ice has been In force between Paris
to
the telegram, ' were de- those who can not study at home
and London for a year nnd a half. cording
Prevailing Market Prices Paid.
' ; i
to study each lesson before' It is re
.
,i
stroyed.
This service has been conducted by the
cited.
"itary authorities and has been used
The regular school day will begin
Net Tourney Begins Today.
only for official messages and docu
8:25 o'clock in the morning as
at
tho
in
New
York,
Aug. 25.Play
mcnts.
heretofore. Students who do not take
chamh
annual
singles
trainCaptain pierron, a French army
pionship tournament of the United any extra work such as manual from
aviator, was the sole pilot until a few States
will be excused
or
will
music,
association
ing
lawn
tennis
dnys ago, when he met with a fatal
8:37 o'clock In the afterHo begin tomorrow on the turf courts school at
accident In making a landing.
Those
I
noon.
taking any extra work
Hills,
of
Forest
the
Westside
club,
made over 100 trips between the two
will .have to work
maprobably
however,
a
Include
Witt
I.
The
entry lists
capitals, each voyage taking about;
o'clock.
4:15
!n
until
War
sevenof
the
?
jority
leading players
1
three hours, nt an average rate of
of
ty-five
miles an hour. The distance this countrv. more than twenty
'XV. "P. Cook of Espanola, N. M.. Who
entries'
The
servicewhom
are
In
the'
between Paris and London was about
JU NORTH FIRST STREET
A. was In Albuquerque
Saturday and
230 miles, the distance between New from the west Include: ; William
returned
home,
has
V,' yesterday,
Horrell, of Phoenix, Arl.
York and Washington.
,
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BELEN DEFEATS
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Small Boys

-- Little Girls

TherMorning Journal wants a lot of
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Clean Cotton Rags
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Cement, Plaster
Albuquerque Lumber Company
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Monday, August
Karnes were running, with air

TRAINS BEARING

obseiver

nllVEB

or two for each player. The cm' was
busy, and the Y. M. C. A. mini, who
had left the musical car. lingered nly
a moment, to see that no Icncso'iio
souls were Isolating themselve.
Gloves Kettle Dlf iVioiieo.
The third car had nothing t do,
no- -'
apparntly. Nobody, was playl-.ittbody was singing A row was brewing
In a far coiner. From nowhero in
particular a set of boxing gloves le-- I
vealed themselves in the you 114; man's
hand, and a moment latiM' thev were
Attached to the wrists of :'.vo youths
known as preliminary rignters in in
.

DRAFT

II

FULL

j

to

Be,

BY MONNtNO

in

'

bouts
Cram;i"d as to
footwork by the arrow aisles, they
and the
whaled away undaunted,
squabblers at the end of the car stopfunThey
ped their row, to see the
did not take their grievance up again.
In another car, haif a dozen domino
games were started, with sets prothe
vided by the man who wore
khaki.
Actor Does His lilt.
But the find of the trip appeared
In a young vaudeville actor anions
the drafted men, who was on the
"big time" cireitit in private life. Me
gave bis "sketch," he gave imitations
of other actors' sketches; he recited,
he sang, until, In tairness to nis tiring voice the men shut off their still
enthusiastic comrades from further

A.

Difficulties.

JOURNAL SMC1AL LCASCD

WIRE

Calif , Aug. 2S.
San I'lam-iscoFront "south of the slot" u portion of
Kan Francisco where it is said, three
In bygone,
world's champion pugilit-ioays lived on the same street iii. the
sa"ie time, v couple of hundred led
fisled selective draft men swim down
Market street to the Ferry bnildins
Tacoma.
headed for Camp
Wash. Another cluster, with a win,,,,
a

different ancestral nationality shewing in thick curling black hair, quick

smiles and splendid teeth, swirled out
into the Embareadero, tho bin pla..a
which fronts the Ferry building, to
the music of un accordion playing
"Tipperury," and the two crowds
jammed through the .station pules together, leaving the outer waiting
rooms iiacked tight with friends and
relatives. A young man in uniform
boarded their train wi'W them unci
rnr. He wore
H it down at one end of
the khaki of the Y. M. '. V.
Music Adds Zest.
y
Half way tp Sacramento, tbc
depression of departure began
to fade. Youth becani" alert. So 'lid
the young man In khaki who ont-vinto a discussion of the possibilities of
accordion music, with the owner of
that instrument- Presently it was
to the extent ()f Hs billowing
'lowers, an dthe chorus of "liose
Marie" swelled above the car din.
The Kinging wen on for hours.
In the next car, half a doen 'aid

encores.
At station stops, the young man in
uniform moved from group to
nearly always with a word of ,rMe
In the conduct of the men. It npriai.l
they themselves had not noted their
good behavior particularly, but after
he spoke, they began to pay attention
"Cut out the rough stuff " became a
talisman through which the restless
outdoor youths, held themselves and
each other In check, during many
hours of travel.
,
First Alii Work.
Tn quiet times, the Y. M. C. A, man
did a little rough "first aid". One
man proclaimed hoarsely that he had
a cold In his throat and his coughing
would keep his companions awake.
A wet towel, surmounted by a dry one
pave him somewhat the apnearnnre of
an Elizabethan courtier, but he did
not cough. A splinter in a finger began to be restlef-s-; It was nipped out.
A blistered foot was
treated to a
chain"1 skin pad after the direction
of th" Piatt shore manual. When these
things were accomplished, the met.
"I believe Chamberlain's Tablets have were waiting for some fresh suggestsaved my life, writes Mrs. Maggie Coil, ion for amusement.
At Ro'eburg.' Ore., the train Rtop-p- d
(Jolden City, Mo. "I had pains in my
soe time. Out came the boxing
stomach so bad 1
thought I could not gloves ten sets of them. The Y. M.
live. Our doctor said C. A. man had a good supply it apit was congestion of peared, and the citizens of Rosebnrg
the stomach. I would were treated to some of the" best
.
goto bed perfectly well strictly amateur bouts seen on this
and wake up in the coast for yars. The "South of Mark:i
night as bad as I could et" men and the "North Beach" men
be and live. Our docnew understanding and hightor said it would do gained
er regard for each other before, the
no good to give medicalled them away from
cine internally. 9 Ho train whistle
had to inject medicina cheering citizenry.
ten
At. Portland they marched,
in my arm. Since takabreast, through the city streets, and
ing Chamberlain's men
whose workaday English was of
Tablets I can eat anything I want without the most meager description roared
Star
hurting rae." This! through the stanzas of "The
i i form
of Indigestion in Spangled Banner." Rested once more
eitremely painful and as to muscles and minds, they froloften dangerous. By icked through the hours at Camp
taking Chamberlain's Lewis. "Tell the folks at home," said
Tablets after eat in. one young giant, "we didn't even
and especially when you have fulness scratch the paint on Mhe car. Tell
and weight in the stomach after eating, them that."
the disease may be warded off and
The T. M. C. A. man told them that.
avoided. Chamberlain's Tablets not only
aid digestion, but strengthen and invigAfl
orate the stomach ,
q
m.im-rntar-

Attacks of Indigestion

j
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Bombardment of Antwerp

Way to
four round
Undergo allowed in California.

on

Training Camps,
Quick Changes; Y, M. C,
Helps

S'F

;

OF LIVELINESS

Soldiers

UN

His first task will be to recruit 100
laborers to go tb': Shelbyvillu, Tenn
for employment in the Duponf pow
der works.

OF

f

Dy .1

Trv the Want

Wav

i
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ROSILL PEOPLE
ASKED TO

IRE FOR 'ICE'
HORNIKA JOUftNALl

Itoswell. X. M. Auf. 2.r. Koswelli
Is going through the struggle which!
has been fought or will be in practically every city in the United States
the rise of electricity and gas rates
due to the higher cost of everything
entering Into the production. The
Gas and Electric company's franchise calls for a maximum of 15 cents
a kilowatt hour. The company has
been charging this for the past few
months on the minimum rating and 8
cents for additional current used
above the house rating, which Is based
approximately on four kilowats per
room.
The company was forced to pass Its
bond lnterest,due August 1, and appealed to the city council to amend
Us franchise for the period of the war
and six months thereafter, allowing
it to eharde 20 per cent more. After
a stormy Session of the council, In
which a number of citizens participated both supporting and opposing the
Increase, a special committee was appointed to make a thorough investigation and report Its findings.
The company then asked the committee to appoint an expert auditor
to go over the company books in order
to obtain the real facts. The commit
tee refiwed to go Into ther accounts
of the company and reported unfavorably to the council. The report admitted the Increased cost, tut said the
committee felt that It would be unfair
and
because of drouth conditions
"other circumstances" to ask the peo
ple to pay the Increase and that It
should be borne by the stockholders
of the company.
an
accordingly
Thn enmnanv
nounced that It would be necessary to
charge the maximum amount on alt
electricity used In order to reduce par
tially the loss which the company was
suffering each montn. This practical
ly means that the small consumer will
receive the service at. former rates.
and that business houses and other
heavy users of current will bear all
the increase. The Increase In monthly
80
bills, will amount In some cases to
per cent.
Now the business men are up In
arms and there Is Borne talk as yet
the council
entirely Indefinite-Mha- t
will be asked to reconsider Its action
Ros-we-

the
button
of

ELECTRICITY
That

y
servant,
instantly responds to
do the housewife's
bidding
Every hour of the day and night this faithful attendant stands ready and waiting to save her
time, steps, trouble. and worries; to simplify the
direction and management of her home.
It never lags, sleeps, rests, eats, argues, or quits
;
for a better job.
If you do not have this wonderful, helpGet it I
ful servant in your employ
is
house
wired,
If your
yet you're not,
Do so!
taking every advantage of it
If you have some appliances but should
Get them!
have more
If some of your appliances are temporarily out, of commission for the want of
Fix them!
proper attention
Let our experts confer with you and put everything in first class Electrical shape.
It is a duty you owe your home, yourself now
'
above all times!
ever-read-

,

.

ALBUQUERQUE GAS &
ELECTRIC COMPANY
.

--

At Your Service."

ilJ:-W,-f-

City
to Replace
Employes Who

Effort Being Made to induce
British Parliament to Pass
Home Rule Bill at Once;
Are
Scheme Not Widely Favored

Many

Are

ll

MnNtNJ JOUftNALl

New York, Aug. 25. To draft men
and women civilians to help police,
clean and guard from fire this metrop
olis. Is the plan of the city heads here,
who are today struggling to overcome
the exodus of thousands of husky employes for the fighting front. Already
scores of women workers have been
set to sweeping the streets, while re
serve forces of volunteer firemen and
policemen are being used to fill the
gaps left by enlisted and drafted men
unfrom the cops and smoke-eaterd
til every
can be impressed into these flagging
city services, however, the authorities
do not hope to neutralize their grow
Ing war drain.
able-bodie-

e

,
Itioting Itarc.
l
Proving the rule of almost
good order among the hundreds of thousands of soldiers passing
through this port, the recent race riot
at an outlying embarkation camp is
this week in no way worrying the people of this city. While the past year
has seen huge armies of our boys.
camped and embarked by the harbor
here, few. If any, cases of real disor
der have been known hy New Yorkers
about whose homes and offices tht
vast mobilization has been carried out
For the future, Gotham has no fea;
of further loosening tn the discipline
that has preserved general protection
and order wherever thn army or navv

have camped or moved.
Coallcss Cooking.
Thousands of dollars worth of coa'
cartage and labor can be Baved by a
central supplyof fuel for rooking In
every community, the fuel conservation committee for thiB state has just
shown New Yorkers, following deep
Investigation of this subject. Instead
of striving to fill their bins with coal,
with all the added hauling and handling entailed, the householders of
Greater New York are advised to re
ly upon the pipage of fuel gas, that
will not only save money for them
but labor and transportation by an
army of coal handlers. Carloads of
coal and many silver o.uarters to buy
thrift stamps can be saved by house-iwlvby this means, the fuel expert

assert.

'

t

Teddy's Triumph.
Patriotic plaudits instead of poll
tical plans are filling most of the mail
bound for Theodore Roosevelt at Oyster Bay, the pilgrims of this progressive Mecca are now reporting. As
the father of Quentln Roosevelt, the
(American people have acclaimed the
Icolonel more loudly than ever as a
political or administrative leader, the
neighbors out on Long Island declare
iNew Yorkers will never forget the
sand sense, restraint and resignation
that Theodore Roosevelt has shown
throughout his great grief, and the
whole nation is apparently applaud'
Ing with them.
'

Ignore Influenza.
Refusing to get excited over tht
steady strain of stories about Span
ish Influenza, the people of this porl
are giving little thought to this latent
subject of rumor. With the health
and a wartlnu
officers
vigilance spread over every lncomint
vessel no one seems to worry over any
epidemic that does not directly hamper our war making. Outside of root
Ing for our boys abroad, New Yorkerf
appear to find little worth thlnkin
ehout these days.
WOUNDED YANKS WANT
MORE HOME PAPERS
V

MORNtNa JOUftNAL SPCUAL LBASIO WIIICl

23. "More
homo
the appeal which Is
being continually made to the library
committee of the American Red Cross
by American soldiers in hospitals in

London,

newspapers"

Aug.

.

Is

Great Britain.
The library committee Is at present
furnishing reading matter for more
than 25.000 men a month, both in
hospitals and In camps. The books arc
either gifts or are purchased In Lon
don.

are newsnaners must

The

of necessity come' from America. This
class of literature gives greater satis
faction to the men than books..

FARMERS IN VICINITY
OF LEVY COMPLAINING
OF TOO MUCH MOISTURE
(PVOIAL

COMHir, UHDINCIt T1 WMMN

JOUHNAU

Aug. 25. Heavy rainrt
Iamy, N.
the past two days are making tho bean
farmers squirm. "Too much rain,"
they say. "How are we going to get
these beans cut?" A few weeks ago
the abundant moisture would have added hundreds of dollars to the value
of the crop; but Just at this time the
delay In ripening caused by the wet
weather may result In some of the later fields being caught by frost, Alsc
a loss Is probable from a scarcity of

ho brought them.

dried for all those

S PLAN

i

the

TO

IRELAND IS

PLIMETT

Planning

tSIrciAL COnaCSPONOtNCV

Belgium Holds Drive.
The Battle of Mons had opened and
the French and British forces were
falling back rapidly under the
pressure of the German
There was only one cause
armies.
for dissatisfaction at German headquarters the delay which the little
Vtttttrlnn nrmvJ bail i m nourift- rlnrinu. thn
and the
passage through Belgium,
stubborn refusal of the Belgian king
to surrender, although his capital had
fallen and bis army had been driven
Into Antwerp.
It was under these circumstances
that the order was given to make the
al
first erlal of Germany's great
was sent to
yweapon. A Zeppelin
make a midnight raid on the city of
Antwerp. The commander had special instructions to try for the royi'
palace, for King Albert was felt to bo
the soul of his people s resistance.
Hid Not Attack Forts.
Antwerp was a fortified cltv In the
lanh ninu I BPI1B0 nt IliA toi'm lint Ilia
ring of forts was located far from the
parts Inhabited by the civilian population, and the main forts were at
an average distance of ten miles from
the center.
But the Zeppelin did not attack
the forts. With its engines stopped,
it drifted over the city and discharged
six bombs, all of which fell near tho
palace.
An American army officer who was
the
in Antwerp at the time wrote
following account of the incident:
"No bomb actually struck the palace, hut one narrowly missed the cathedral.
Three found human victims. One killed four women and
A second killed one
two policemen.
Anman and wounded two others.
other fell In the courtyard of th
Hospital of St. Elizabeth, smashed all
the ' windows, but wounded no one,
although the crucifix hanging over
the bed of a sick child was smashed
to pieces by a fragment of shrapnel.
and
In all, ten people were killed
eight wounded."

TU

Heads

York

ish speaking 'young women as lieuten

ants, will go to Pojoauue on Mondax
with a motor truck and canning and
drying; apparatus, there to assist in
saving the fruit which is weighing
down the limbs of the trees. During
thp week a demonstration kitchen has
been busy at the Elks club in whicf
fruit and vesetubles weie canned and

RATE PART!

FOR

Answering Country's Call,

ror.

CORMIFONDINCI

MEN

USED AS POLICE

in

London, Aug. Zj. tour years ago
today August 25. 1914. the nermann
began their campaign of frightful
ness in the air. the killing of
by dropping bombs from
airships.
The first German air murder 01
Tt
civilians took place at Antwerp.
sent a shudder of horror through the
whole world, but since then the world
has travelled far on the path of hor-

FECIAL

IDE

CIVILIANS TO BE

Which Civilians Were Killed
Carried Out by Germans on
New
August 25, 1914,
V

AND

FIVE

26, 1918.

IN VALUE WITH

'

(Annnelntrd Trrm Oorrenpntidcnce.l
Dublin, July 21. Sir Horace Plun-ket-

is!

D

C

CHEMICAL GLAZE

Original

Cost;

Faking Detected,
( Associated

:

mm

Preaa Correspondence.)

Paris, July 30. How an American
white pearl wort"h $U.400, was treat
ed with a chemical, given temporarily
tho rosy hue of un Oriental pearl and
then sold for $ r 2, On 0, has been disclosed here. For doing this, Karboz.
a pearl broker, and Varmn, a Hindoo,
were fined and sentenced to Imprisonment for fuking. By use of chemicals they endeavored to Increase the
value of the pearls four-folThis case clears tip the mystery
which has existed in the Paris market for five years since a dealer In
precious stones first learned that
"manipulated pearls" were being soli
here.
Varma, who is a lapidary, claimed
in court that he possessed a method
of improving American pearls and
that he had been promised a share In
all the profits derived In treating, th5
'one which led to his detection. If It
were sold for more than $21.(100. He
was at work at it when it was seized
by the police. The evidence showed
that Varma has used on the pearl
acetate of amyl and collodion.
A pearl expert, Relnach, told the
Judge that Varma had given the pearl
the rosy tint of the Oriental pearl by
glazing it with chemicals but that the
glazing disappeared when the pearl
was placed In alcohol.
Varma was
sentenced to six months in prison and
to pay a fine of 1 1,000. while Uarboza
Off on Canning Trip.
was sentenced for three months atrl
Santa Fe, Aug. 25. After a week's to pay a fine of $100. In Its
judgment
1
woman
the
in
Fe,
Santa
activity
the court stated that sea pearls from
tnrt m mv. with Mrs. I.ola of
the irlent are very luminous and atSpan tain high
as commander and a number
prices, while fresh water
pearls, called American, are leas fine
generally white and of lower value
NOTIC E OF RUT.
'"",'t of the County of Bern- The pearl treated by Varma, the court
in the Dlntrli-Mexico.
to leading
added, has been offered
alillo, Statu of New110B2No.
,
Paris and American Jewel houses
nil-iK.lwiir.1 r. I.lpplit. Plaintiff, vs.. P"ra
which had failed to detect the decept.imiltt Defrntlant.
To Dora Dillon l.lppltt the Di fendant tion he had practiced. The court deAbove. Named:
clared that Varma's treatment added
You will take notloe that an action l,aj no value to the
pearl and that it had
k
ru,t iilnt you In the above imineil
only ik temporary effect which discourt by Kilward C. l.lppltt, the plaintiff
nova named, tile eell"'", uujiml 1.1
appeared if the pearl were rubbed or
notion are
in alcohol.
placed
alxoluto
an
for
. The plaintiff prays
von nnon the around of your
Strike of Gold Oro.
abandonment of the plaintiff and upon the
Santa Fe, Aug. 25. Word eomei
further around of prlnrtpal oue alleged In
!!
hi, from southern Panta Fe county of a
'he complaint, anil filed Herein
furiluy of AuKUBt, 1MK. and the plimilff
of gold ore mad
ther prava that II be adjudged that he tu phenomenal strike
mine.
the sole intereat In lota number.!,! Klever. in tho famous Uncoln-LuckUU and Twelve (121 In Block numlel'ed
Six (til of the I'erea Addition to the city "f
num-

And even tho first day therd
is something in the full, even
lustre of Cosmolac that is
missing in other varnishes.
Cosmolac las tough, alaatic finish
for all sutfacaa requiring varnish
indoors or out. It la not aflactsd
by hot or cold soapy watar, lun.
ahine, alcohol or alkali and will
not crack whit. Tianaparant as
sheet of plala glass, it tnhanraa
the fccsuty of wood grains and
decorationa and prcaarvsa woodwork from ths ravages of time.

For all "varnish" work us Coav
molac "wlib ui man on uw

can."

J.

said to have been acquired

ie

y

Clerk.

Aug.

25.

Discussim?
Germany's

I

!i

Deputy Clerk.

Sealed proposals for constructing
Forest
or Improving the National
Road project located within or partly
within the Santa Fe National Forest,
8tate of New Mexico, County of Pan
Miguel, will be received at Room 202,
I.una Strlckler Building, Albuque'-que- ,
New Mexico, until 1 o'clock, I'. M on
the second day of September, lfi!8,
at which time and pla,'e they will be
publicly opened and revl. The right
Is reserved to reject any and all bids,
and none will be conji.im-oexcept
those from contractors ascertained to
be experienced and responsible.
The length of project to be constructed or improved Is approximately
4.21 miles, and the principal Items of
work are approximately as follows:
Clearing and grubbing, grading roadway and constructing culverts and retaining walls.
Said contract form and the maps,
plans, specifications and estimate of
quantities may "be examined by
contractors at the following
addresses:
Room 301 Tramway Building, Icn-veColorado.
Room 202 Luna Strlckler Building,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
State Engineer's Office. Santa Fe,
r,

New Mexico.

J. A. WHITTAKER,

District Engineer.

voTira.

Department of the Interior. United
States Lana urnce, santa re, New
Mexico, August 12, 1918.
VnticA Ir herehv artven that rhe
State of New Mexico under the provisions of the Acts of Congress of
June 21, 1898, and June 20, 1910, and
Acts supplementary tnereto naa mane
thtt follnWlniT
fni

nnnlltlnn

Washington,

the food situation in enemy countries
Food Administrator Hoover laid
prospects for grain from the
Ukraine did not materialize. The stock
of grain In Germany, he said, Is aboul
the same as last year, Austria's condition Is not quite so good, according
i information available In Europe.
Rumania and Bulgaria, ho said,
both exporters of grain, are without
Gergrain even for their own use, and 01
many must supply both countries
let them starve.

Tobacco Fund

MO.N'TOVA,

How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!

Notice to Contractors.

M-- ,

FOOD SITUATION IN
ENEMY COUNTRIES

To the Journa- l-

Witness my hand and the seat of the
above entitled court this 24th day of August, mis.
K. D. MADPISON.

Ihe

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

Mexico.

By THOH.

recently

mine bad not been worked for many
years, but had 2,300 feet of development along the lead. When recently
work was resumed a lurge body of
ore running from $180 to $860 a ton
was struck and there appears to bo
enough In sight to make several for.
tunes.

'

NESTOR!

N. M.

(by Col. C. D. Collier of Santa.

n

(SEAL)

For Sale by
BAl.imilMiK
Mm. ro.

C.

Albuquerque,

t

Alhuquoniue. New Mexico und in 11tot
of the
bered Tan IS) In Block lettered
Highland Addition Houth to tne my ft
Albuquerque and of all other property and
effect! in his own name and th.it yni have
ni Interest or claim whatever .to any of!
n1 vu me
the propel Iv of the plaintiff,
further notified that unless you cnler your
appearance In auld muse on or before the
Dili day of October, l'Jla, plaintiff
mil apply for Judgment against ynu. In aald cause
hy default for the relief demanded In the
complaint.
That the name of the plfllntlff'a n,t,-rnala George ft. Klock, whose office aodrrss Is
rooms 8 & 9 Stern Block, Albuquerque, NVw

mm

tit Cam"

When you judge varnish
you must wait more than a
day; to pas9 the verdict.
Nearly c'J varnishes look
dike when first applied. But
when time and exposure
have tried and tested them,
t hr n it ia that quality tills
then there is only one that
you could choose for future
use

Paris Lapidary and Hindoo Sell
Pearls After Treatment at
Four Times

tht A'm

The First Day
Doesnt Count

t,

chairman of the Irish convention,
has published a series of articles in
the Irish newspapers wilh the object
of inducing the government to pass
at once a home ru?e act for Ireland
upon the lines of the majority report
of the convention.
Vending the putting Into operation
of the act, he suggested that the establishment af purely Irish executive,
composed of men of all parties, and
responsible either to the Irish convention which has not been formally dissolved, or to the imperial parliament.
Too Many Parties.
He appealed for the formation of a
middle party In Ireland of moderate
men.
Sir Horace's plan was not received
uith fnvor hv nnv section. The Free
man's Journal, representing the Irish
party, objected to the formation of another Irish party on the ground that
Ireland has parties enough and that
its difficulties are "caused as much
by Internal dissensions as by external
.Tohn Sweetman. for many
hotivivnls
years a leading member of the Sinn
Fein party, und one of the tew wealthy men In Its ranks, wrote to say:can
"I cannot nirree that Kngland
now settle the future government of
Ireland. She must now govern Ireland
despotically till the peace coniere,,. v
and it would be for her benefit to gov
.n i.a wiih n little common sense."
This view that nothtng can be done
about homo rule till the end of the
Mir U nlsn the view of the unionists
and William Jellett, the most active of
tho Irreconol'ed southern unionists,
10 mo
has put forth Ills opinion
mediate government of Ireland in.
much the same sense as John Sweet-man-

yJ0

WtJt

H.

labor, qs much of the work will come
with a rush. Enrly planted fields are scribed unappropriated public lands,
as indemnity scnooi lanns.
ready to cut as soon as the ground
List No. 8341 Serial 036305.
SVVM Sec. 22, T, 7N., R. 4W.. N.
drys off.
M. P, M.
S. A. Taylor, one of the general merThe purpose of this notice is to alchants of Nolan, Is In St. Anthony's low all persons claiming the land addesiring to show It to be
hospital at Las Vegas, suffering from versely, or
Mr.. Taylor had mineral In character, an opportunity
acute
Kmployment Offlc Opened.
appendicitis.
Santa Pe, Aug. 25. 1. A. McPher-on- , been for several days under the care to tile objections to such location or
In charge of the federal war labor of a physician from Springer, but feel selection with the Register and
the United States Land Ofbureau of the state, today made ar- ing that he needed other advice, arose fice at of
Fe, N. M, and to estabSanta
thn
of
from his bed, got into his car and lish their Interest therein, or .the
rangement for the opening
block
Santa Fe offlcea In the Catron
drove to Las Vegas. Before he ar- mineral character thereof.
Commissionet
Assistant
Insurance
rived there his appendix bursted, and
FRANCISCO DELOADO,
v
Peter A. M, Wenau wil be In tharge be is now In a precarious condition
Register U. S. Land Office.

By special arrangement The Journal guarantees to deliver,
two dollars
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers,
worth of tobacco, for every dollur subscribed, to our Boldlers In
France and on the way to France.
The packages (G0o worth of tobacco) are put up In attractive
postal card
patriotic packages. In every package we put a return
with your name and address so that you will get word back from
the battlefields from as many soldiers as you subscribe 25 cent
pieces.

--
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TOBACCO IS MIGHTY SCARCE
'

Near the Trenches.

!
IRVIW COBB'S "PATHS OF GLORY"
school
the
of
the
"As I recall now, we had come through
gate
house to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us frpm the left, which meant from across the battlefront, brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew1 full well.
" 'You get It, I see," said the German officer, who stood alongside of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get it five
miles when the wind Is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
It as though the stent had been a visible thing. 'That explains why
tobacco Is so scarce with us along the staff back yonder in Laon.'
"All the tobacco which can be spared Is sent to the men In the
front trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoking they
can stand that."

FROM

No Matter How Small the Amount

Send It in.

Our boys are going to need tobacco In great quantities. Fill out
the coupon now Today Is None Too Soon and make it generous!
Bring It, or rnail It, to The Journal Office.

THE JOURNAL, ALBUQUERQUE,
......!So pk(.
tie pkg.

NEW MEXICO.

No. 3.

Popular clgarrttes having rat all valua of 60.

No. 2.

Popular pipe tobacco having retail valti

of 660. , '

having retail value of 19c

!5c pkf. No.

4.

Popular cigarette

25c pkg. No.

1.

Popular ptug chewing '.obacco having retail value of

tubacrq

'

(to

In accordance with your offer to aend popular branda ot tobaooo and
clgarettea to our aoldiera In Europe In unit of SOc package, each for 160.
I enclose
Tour Name

.,

Street Addresa
City and Btet

.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Monday, August 26, 1918.

AJJ INDEPENDENT

the little red triangle the refutation of
the charge of uttcrttnnterialism. Food
was not the main object of their af- -

NEWSPAPER

f v nnir

feotiqns! The girls back home were
coldly informed: "The fudge you sent
was delicious, but " and "I liked
Published by the
those cookies fine, but" and "Don't
bother to send eats, we have plenty
JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.
here, but ." The burden of that red
Western nfcpreaentalive
triangle maTl Is "Any gifts in the
C. J. ANDEKSON,
wuy of candy and cigarets will be
Marquette Bids;., Chicago, lit
most humbly and thankfully received,
Eastern Representative
you may be sure,, but firstly, ami
RALPH R. MULLIGAN,
w Tnrk.
write to me!"
JinKastOnil Street,
foremostly
iM'reil as second-clas- s
mutter at tire
The pen is mightier than the cook
postofflco of Albuquerque, N. M., under Act book!
The way to a man's heart is not
of Cowtrpss of March 1, 1879.
It is through
Larger circulation than any other paper through bis stomach
In New Mexldo.
The only paper in New tho postoffice!
Menlco
In

r

-

PURITANISM OF

.

horning Jfournal

issued every day
the year.
TEKMS OK KUUSCIUI'TION:'
Pally, by carrier or by mall, one month.. 70o
$7.60
Tearly, in advance
"
notick to 1 uissch i ii ib k s
Subscribers to the Journal when writing;
to have their paper changed to a new address must be sure to give the old address.
"""The Morning Journal has a higher circulation rating than Is accorded to any other
paper in New Mexico." The American
Newspaper Directory.
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MEMBER OP THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS.
The Associated Press Is exclusively
entitled to the use for republication
of all news credited to it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
the local news published herein.

TUB JOURNAL, takes and prints
sixty hours and thirty minutes of exclusively Associated Press leased wire
eervlce each week. No other newspaper published In New Mexico takes
hours of
mora than twenty-fou- r
Press service durlnic a week.
O

MONDAY

X)Sl"KIITIO

.

"

.AUGUST 26, 1918.
OU IiAISOH.

The defeat of the work or fight
clause In the man power bill in the
house Saturday reflects pretty clearly the political strength of union labor
in America. The clause required that
men exempted from military service
must remain nt their civil JtihUs during the war.
Leaders of the American Federate nof Labor saw in it a means by
which employers could coerce their
They saw in it a means'
employes.
could prevent
by which employers
Strikes by the employment of federal
troops if the occasion should arise.
They, therefore, lost no time in registering their opposition with representatives in congress. That opposition is plainly reflected in tho vote of
89 to H3 against adoption of the

amendment.
At a time when men are being
drafted to give their lives In battle it
does not appear that the drafting of
men for labor in Industrial plants at
home could bo termed unfair. The
una who go forth o face death have
no clause in the selective draft bill by
'which they can escape doing what
they are told to do by their employers, who, in this case, are the people
They cannot
of the United States.
Btrike. Strikes in the army are called by o different, name.
The labor of America has responded
with enthusiasm and marked patriotism to the needs o f the' country, and
no one doubts it will continue willingly
to lear the extra burden it has been
n
,,r,r,n tn rarrv Nevertheless, it
must be remembered that Amerloa
labor has been fully recompensed for
nil the added burden that has fallen
on its shoulders. Wages have never
teen so high. The men in tho shipyards and other government plantsa
arc allowed bonuses and pay and
half for over time (our soldiers do
not get extra pay for fighting overtime.) Chairman Hurley even went
before congress to get beer nnd skittles for the fleet corporation employes
when tho rest of the country was to
be made bone dry.
has been given
American labor
everything it has coming to It, since
the outbreak of the war. That its
leaders should demand even more dis
crimination in its favor by exercising
political pressure in congress can be
Interpreted only as an over zealous
move.
' If our men in France volunteered
with as much reluctance to serve extra hours in time of need, or if they
insisted on threshing out little point?
of variance with their employers Before undertaking the task ahead, it
they, in short, persisted in making all
the demands they dared before conceding
anything whatever, there
would be no reports from tho battlefields of gains day by day.

"Russians Flock to Join Growing
Forces of Allies," says a headline.
Hut even with that handicap the allies
ought to accomplish something in the
Slav empire.
TO A KOI.IHI'.U'S

HEART.

'

A

And ever since that day eligible
young men have been plied with
fudge. Invited to dinners "I cooked all
by myself," treated to home made
pies and cake, and generally attacked
conrounuea
in the seat of digestion
by tradition with the seat of affection!
Therefore, when all the eligible
solyoung tnen marched away to he
diers they were pursued to camp and
ship by the feminine obsession that the
only true expression of devotion was
to "feed the brute" and were regularly bombarded with chocolates,
and other culinary
tookles, cake,
blandishments. To the food was added votive offerings of cigarets, guaranteed to Inspire gratitude and smoke
dreams of the fair donor!
"
Then the ungrateful creatures rose
counttip and exploded the theory of
less ages'. They drove the recipe back
to its lair. They reduced the most
accomplished cooks to helpless tears,
fliey did al this by writing under.
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Warned Conference in Austria of Ger
Not to Be Frivolous Because
man Democrats Reflects An"Are
Americans
Quite
tagonism to Treaties Which
Crushed Rumanians,
Ready to Marry Tliem,"

Maidens of Country
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(Assoclntrd Press Correspondence.)

(Assoelated Press forrespmulmec)

WIMi ('Abb THE YOUTHS.
TSie

Berne, July 10. Details
received
July 30. "Let me give you
a little advice,"
says a writer of the here of the recent national conferto
himself
Intffuisigeant,
ence at Vienna of the German
the maidens of addressing
France. "There are
party of Austria show
many Americans in Trranco nnh on
know very well how charming they that a strong protest was made
n
dominaiinu you. They find our women more against the
with tion of Russia and Rumania, and a
disposed to be
them than those of other countries. new and liberalized peace formula
they appreciate you highly, but, my was presented. This Is one of the
uear utile French girls, you muRt not
be frivolous.
Americans are grown- powerful organizations of Austria, and
up children, somewhat ingenuous, a the national conference was attended
trifle puritan, and quite ready to by representatives of all branches of
marry you, and an American husband industry from lower and upper Aus-trinnd a French wife make an excellent
and from the Alpine
and
married couple. So do not waste the the south. The resolutionsregions
recite:
chance of that marked purity which
"The national congress of the Geris so seldom found among tho men of
man
party of Ausancient Europe."
l:
Another writer, In the Petit Journal, tria protests against the
welcomes the report that American-Frenc- h and the Bucharest treaties as contrary
marriages are becoming very to the principle of peace of undercommon, as excellent from the idyllic standing without annexation and conand sentimental point of view, also for tributions. (Ten lines suppressed by
the fusion of the two races, buf ex- censor).
presses some anxiety as to its effect
Iencc Kasis Outlined.
on the repopulation of Frenee. He
"The congress therefore demands
fears thnt when the war is over, tho
American husbands will carry away that, before the ratification of these
their French wives across the Atlantic peace treaties, they be laid before the
and France will lose that many house- parliament for
examination an!
holds, a loss that the country is In no amendment.
condition to stand.
"The national congress
demands
The writer quotes a letter that he
has received from a French girl, en- that the governments of the Central
gaged to an American,' in which she powers offer general peace to the
says that she had laid down no con entente on the following basis:
'1 Establishment of a league of
ditions In accepting the proposal but
had made her fiance understand that peoples of all countries, which
will
after the war there would be work for
out general disarmament and
every one in France and so he had carry
all disputes between peoples by
promised to remain in France and if settle
children came they should be French courts of arbitration,
"2 Abandonment of all annexation
citizens.
not only In the
"i here's a good example," com- and contributions,
ments the article, "Let all French girls west and south, but also in the east
loiiow it. America will not be per- and southeast. Not only as to Belceptibly poorer and France will be en- gium, France, Serbia and
Italy, but
riched. It is one more kind act that we
can beg from our allies and ono they also as to Russia and Rumania.
"3 The border states separated
are not likely to refuse."
from Russia shall be given full right
of self determination." (Half column
suppressed by censor).
Even in the mutilated form that
the resolutions came across the frontier they indicate the strong opposition of this powerful industrial element and an urgent wish for peace.
Albuquerque, August 26.
Editor Morning joifrnal.
"Groat Fight" Abend.
Dear Sir;
Another resolution after describing
I have read in the columns of your the
state of excitement among
paper an article under the following the general
councils
not
heading "Military Titles." Quoting to working classes, strike atthem
present,
provokea general
from the article as follows: "There
seems to be both at home and abroad but to getsready for the "deelsiv."
so many organizations
outside the fight" ahead between capital and laarmy, leserve, auxiliary police forcert. bor, which it calls "the great fight."
home guurds and Junior reserves, havThe government is severely critiing the bestowing of military titles as cised for the food regulations, tins
one o f their most important func resolutions
declaring that "the upper
tions that it will be a surprise if we
do not find every male citizen above classes have never been subjected 1 1
the age of 31 boasting of a sobriquet.'" equality in economic sacrifice. They
the privations of the
The writer of the above article may be have escaped
classed either as a
or a war partly by exceptional regulations
man who through lack of patriotism working in their favor and partly b
or lack of general ability has failed
to qualify for any of the above or- circumventing the law, and partly by
purchase on food supplies,
ganizations whose primary object is clandestine
to protect the family the home and thus leaving the poor class to bear tho
the state against all enemies, foreign burden."
or domestic.
It is time for the people of every
state in he union to wake up to the such units in case of emergency. The
fact that congress' about a year ago fact that every Tom, Dick and Harry'
found out that not a state in the calls yon by these titles on the main
union had any home protection as 'all street of your home town has nothing
the national guard units had been to do with the principle involved
mustered Into the regular army
and the people of our beloved state ot
What military organization have we to1 New Mexico already appreciate, I am
protect life, property and guard sure, that the chief function of our
against border Invasion? unless it be home guards is not the bestowing of
one of the above organizations foundtitles but rather for the protection of
ed by the congress of the United the homo, the family and the state
States the present congress if yo: for the period of the war, and that
please. Now as to the question of the men who enlist in the home guard
titles for busy business men who are must be physically fit and 100 per
sacrificing their time in assisting our cent Americans.
I am very truly yours,
government in the formation of miliC. M. BARBER,
tary units for home protection, thus
of Horn
d
man for Major of First Battalion
relieving every'
Guards, State of New Mexico.
the regular army possible is there
any title or honor given them of
Brooding Onuses Death.
which they are not worthy? In the
Santa Fe, Aug, 25. Word come
most cases the necessary title in any
military unit is anything but pleasing from Mosquero, Union county, that
to the average business man; but, 'Nicholas Herrera, after passing med- is it possible to have a military organ- rlcal examination for
service, broode l
ization established by the congress of over his
assignment to class 1, that
tho United States and have military his health
broke down and he died
discipline and efficient organization of
worry over the prospect of serwithout lieutenants, captains and ma'
jors who have authority to call out vice.
Austro-Germa-

fellow-worke-
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WHISKY TAX.

4

The fire nt Owensboro, Ky., Saturday night which destined 43,000 gallons of Green River whisky hrow
light on the value of spirits before and
after the government stamp Is placed
on It. According to the Insurance es
timates of the loss the whisky Itself
was worth 12,840,000 and the taxes on
it would have amounted to $0,750,000,
Now that national prohibition is
only a question of a few years It
doesn't make much difference one
way or the other how much the tax
is on whisky, but it will be a blow to
a good many drinkers to discover just
how much the stuff they drank was
actually worth. They can say with old
Omar:
"I wonder what the vintners buy
One half so precious as the stuff they
sell."

THRIFT.
Hltherlo it has been considered
"cheap" to be thrifty.
Patched clothes, mended shoes, tho
utilization of anything that has lost
its store bloom; these things have
been taboo in this country.
Except where practiced by immi
grants, who somehow managed to
live on what American families threw
away, nnd, within a generation, ta
own half the countryside, while young
America bartered its rural acres for
city pottage.
But thrift today is something worth
getting acquainted with; it is not only
a Datriotio duty. It is being rapidly
forced on the nation by the mounting
cost of the war.
How thrifty are you?
SEXATOK VARHAMAX AGAIX.
Senator Vardaman's voicing of op
position to drafting boys under 21 and
his assertion that if this were done
he believed in extending the maximum
age to include men of 60 bears a good
of
deal of similarity to
State nryan's attempt to enlist as a
private.
Senator Vardaman will be 68 next
July, from which it will be interpreted that he put the age at 60 so that
It could not be said he was trylr?
to evade service.
A commentary on the sincerity of
the senator's proposal, however, may
be found in the action of the house of
representatives o nthe same day which
voted to exclude members of congress from the draft.
WHAT HE HATED.
(Strickland Gillilan, in Farm Life.)he
They were mowing the hay when

passed to say:
are Just two things that I fain
There
but
successful
Once upon a time a
would shirk.
cynical
housekeeper informed her One is mowing the grass while the hot
pass"
marriageable daughters "The way to "Andhours
the other, my son," said his Pa,
a man's heart is through Ills stom
"is work."

ach!"

YANKEES CALLED

The German empress is suffering
from heart depression. It is not unlikely she contracted it from her hus

attemnt made bv Chairman
Dent of tho house military affairs
committee to put youths between the
ages of 18 and 20 in deferred classes
was defeated In tho house Saturday.
It should have been.
During the time the bill was under
consideration bv the house committee
nnd while it was being discussed In
the house itself there wns at no time
a logical argument Introduced justifying the exemption of men below 20.
Tut against that is the fact that the
war department urged that the bill
be passed as originally drafted, Gen
eral March, chief of staff, pointing oul
that the deferred classification amend
ment would seriously hamper if not
actuallv defeat the purpose of the ex
tension of draft ages to includo men
of 18 and 45.
The senate has Indicated that it
will pass the hill with little or no
change and It is hoped to bo ready
for tho president's signaturo by the
end of the week. As soon as that is
done the first step In the enlarged
military program of the government
will have
taken.

PEACE

They were splitting tho wood, as farmers should
When the winter is only a month

ahead.

recognized among nil classes of thinkers at the present time.

How War Will Overthrow
Militarism in Germany
KY H.lAI.MAi: Kit ANTING,
(The listinu:iiisli(il .Swedish stiiloHiiian
who in Aisilin; ltritaiu anil France.)
My impulse, when asked to give my
views on "how the war will end," was
to reply with a firm refusal.
I am no prophet. It is just because
I am a socialist that I am devoted to
reality. It is not my business to lose
myself in more or less hazardous conjectures and suppositions.
liut a moment later I reflected:
Hero is a chance to make better understood, in circles where we ure little
known, the point of view of those
socialists in neutral countries who
have endeavored to reestablish the
Workman's Socialist "International,'
as it was in 1914.
What hopes for the peace of the
world were founded indeed on the
will, so often manifested of the organized wordcrs never to permit tho
crime of treason against humanity
involved in the idea of war between
the leading civilized nations?
Alas!
though this "will" existed
everywhere in the labor world In that
for every accursed week of July, 1914,
the democratic forces in the central
empires were much too weak for their
task.
The iron curtain descended and enclosed the central empires. The enormous war machine, so carefully prepared for many years, was set in motion.
r
All possibility or affective action on
the part of the International against
the war was broken down and soon
the International itself, too, seemed
to be broken.
Now, clearly, it was from tho socialist parties of those countries that
had remained neutral that there had
to come such efforts as were possible
to discover a common ground once
more.
After two years of war it appeared
to us that events sufficiently proved
that neither of the two great opposed
would have any likely
coalitions
chances of an absolutely crushing
over the other.
superiority
military
The strength in resistance and the
vitality of modern nations hnve
proved themselves mirfh greater than
nnvono dared to predict before the
wn r.

sees more clearly than I
the vast importance of the military
on the
contest now being waged
French battle front. The liberty ofin
the wold is in solution there. It
a Waterloo day, which has lasted allast
ready for three months, hutmust
of
longer still. The heroic resistanceand
Hclgian
tho English,
French,
American battalions, against alt the
to
desperate efforts of I.udondorff the
pierce the front which protectscenter
channel nnd Paris, is tho sole
of our hope for tho future.
Clearly, In that sense, there must
be a military decision.
If the resistance of the allied armies
were really broken, tho result would
be a world where no free man could
breathe, if I may be permitted to borrow an expression of lord Grey's.
And yet 'consider the question also
from tho other side.
Are not the Gormans impelled to
these desperate attacks by the hope,
hitherto always vain, of a military
victory which shall nt last establish
Nobody

Said the son: "Two things I hate, bj
.
Jings:
This job" "yes, and work," his father their superiority in the field?
Baid.
After three and a half years of
cruel suffering, of Incalculable loss,
ono
the
They were working the corn
the men who are still directingcame
destinies of the central empires
steamy morn
When the son, ns he paused for o to their peoplo and confessed: "In
drink, said:
spite of our victories on the east, our
"This is one of the chores that mv true enemies the peoples of the west,
soul deplores"- are still undefeated."
What did they add? They enliT:
"T'other work," said his sire, as he
"We must have one more blood lethis
head.
shook
This spring will witness our
ting.
It will be., crushingAnd his father was right; for this lazy irrfliit offensive.
and irresistible. It will be a hard teawight
wan
Whose favorite outdoor sport
of endurance. But it will be the last.
shirk
It will bo the final victory which
Had, early and late, two objects of shall compensate us."
hate:
The sense of certainty that had
The job he was busy at then and prevaifed during tho months of Auwork. ,
gust and September, 1914, had come
back again. Even the laboring classes
were not able to avoid the general
JFOKGIVENESS.
Those who had spoken of
infection.
(Sterne.)
forto
how
T.he brave only know
a conciliatory peace were ordered to
most
It
is
refined
genthe
snd
silent.
give
,
ken
erous pitch of virtue human nature
.Thnn the offensive Was undertaken
can Arrly
not indeed without success, but stUl
t, .
v

IT GAINKD.
(Stars and Stripes, France.)
Mcps Sergeants are just the same,
whether they're in Chicago or Cha-

teau Thierry, France-alwasuspicious that the whole army is trying to
edge. In on their company mess.
The beans ran low which will inwithout that final victory so often dicate the uravitv of tho situation
a company that was having its first
in
promised.
meal out of the lines.
Once this attempt has failed, those hot"Three
hundred anil seventeen men
voices that, have
loudly demandd I've fed,"
finally exploded the mess
to both
peace, a pijaec acceptable
"Three hundred and sevensides will bo innumerable and irre- sergeant.
And when we went into line we
teen!
sistible.
were only 2.ri0 strong.
You'd think a
After having been intoxicated with company
would lose when its fight
It lie
k
ephemeral successes of
It
don't. It guins."
lug, but
and of liukrire.'it the unshakable resistance so long as it be unWANTED 1IX KENT TO HIS
shakable of tho valiant allied armies
MOTHER.
will bring German minds back to
and Stripes, France.)
(Stars
;
reality.
In the midst of a battle one vniin
And what is that reality? It is: Still lieutenant, running into a pal of his,
a very long war; a war without issue; showed him tinder the
flap of his
but ono in which the enormous re Docket a Mttle eold brooch.
sources of America will como mor
"If anvlhint' should bnnnon
mo1'
and more clearly into the picture.
he said, "try to get hold of this pin,
So you see that the German mini will you, and when you get time ship
will at last be in a position to reflect it back home to my mother."
Tho other promised, and the lieuthat, lifter all, military force does
not decide everything In this world. tenant went his way. Ho had not
Another sort of peace must be sought, gone twenty feet when he was struck
.different from the German peace dic- by a shell and killed instantly. Tho
tated by the greed of annexationists.
pin is on its way to America.
The mind of tho working masses
will gain tho upper hand over the
(iERMAXY'S EORP.EH ARMY,
spirit of the hitherto dominant class(From Leslie's.)
es, the Junkers and the upper midThe barefaced n ess and the strange
dle class.
mental twist of the "Potsdam gang"
That will be the beginning of the have hada singular recent disclosure.
end of the system which must cary To Implant a proper fear of Germany
before history the crushing rsponsi-bllit- y In the nations stilt ne.turat, and to
for the great catastropho of our warn them of what their fate would
country.
le if they should side with the allies,
liut this happy evolution of- public tho kaiser's
propagandists have floodopinion in Germany, this conversion ed Spain with a remarkable circuto tho true war aims of the allied lar
to
Teutonic acts of fright-fulnerelating
in the present war. It recites
democracies, this belief in the constitution of a world where there wbl the quantity of plunder taken by the
be no place for further wars wil
German forces in occupied territory,
only be possible on the condition that tho number of churches damaged and
the German mind no longer fears the destroyed, the amounts of money
spectre which it has always every wrung from the helpless inhabitants,
where seen: the fear, namely, of the and the studlod mistreatment of EngOno of the
complete military crushing of their lish prisoners of war.
country and of the breaking up of most shameless documents ever issued in behalf of any government, it
Germany.
will only- - Intensify the world-wid- e
Everything holds together then
If the military equilibrium, upset disgust for and dislike of militaristic
It reveals not one glimmer
by the collapse of Russia, Is at length Germany.
established, German militarism will of humanity or of tho moral sense.
see that its aspirations to world power
The circular speaks complacently of
have been pitilessly
broken against an "untold amount of war material
the steadfast will of tno western peo captured on the battle-field- "
and o
ples and their determination to re
"Incalculable booty in France and
main free and independent.
Relgium," The lattsr Is enumerated
The allies must hold on, then, must us follows: More than 5,(100 watches,
continue their
for the more man ix,mup pieces ot underwear,
sacrifices,
safety of tho world's freedom.
exceeding 15,000 embroideries and
Hut the end of the war will not women's
handkerchiefs, 3,700 umcome by the continuance of the war brellas and
parasols, nearly 1,900
is
until a definite military'
silver
victory
spoons and 523,000 bottles of
reached.
Besides
many art treaschampagne.
Tho end will come when the Ger
ures, the Huns confiscated oil paintBy S. W. STRAUS
man people, who have allowed them ing in Belgium valued at nearly
selves to be led to butchery for four
Pmlitnl oj iht AmtrUan Soeltly of Thrift
The lying circular says that, owing
years in the constant hope of forth
coming victory, nt last understand to tho treachery of the Belgian priestIn these days
"The measure of food ought to be
desthat in this world war there is
hood, German soldiers were forced
of food contined to be onlv one thing really con(as much as possibly may be) exto teach a lesson to French and Belservation It is actly proportionable to the quality and,
Tho Inter- gian Catholics; so they, wantonly dequered: war lt.:c1f.-(- By
national News Bureau, Inc., Roston, stroyed four cathedrals and rendered
interesting to condition of the stomach, because the
Mass.)
note the sound stomach digests It.
eight unserviceable; destroyed twenty-seve- n
churches nnd rendered thirty-fou- r
counsel on
"That
that Is su&cient, the
unserviceable.
In Poland, also
this subject stomach quantity
can perfectly concoct and
4
they destroyed a large number of
by
given
digest, and it suffieeth the due nourchurches for alleged military reasons.
Frankishment of the body.
Charging tho Belgian .people with
more
than
lin
"stupid stubborness," the circular says
"A greater quantity of some things
130 yrurs ago.
that German officers were forced to
be eaten than of others, some beFrunklin In may of
punish many rich individuals and
lighter digestion than others.
ing
II matters of
wealthy cities. In the way of punish'at
ments, reprisnls and forced contribu"The
1X)RTY LAXOVAOES IX QAMP.
difficulty lies In finding out an
conpersonal
tions, a total of $24,000,000 was ob.)
duct
taught exact measure; but eat for necessity,
(Omaha
for the German treasury.
tained
i
mode rnt'on. not pleasure) for lust know not
Recently an accurate census was
'Labor in the first Place to bring thy where necessity ends.
tanen concerning the dirrerent lanATRPLANE
SANGl'IXE
guages spoken by soldiers training In
"Wouldst thou enjoy a long life, a
, uppetite to reason" was the keynote
ESTIMATES.
Camp Itevens, Mass., which showed
of his teachings nn the question of healthy body, and a vigorous mind,
in the July
Wilson
Bidwell
(Edwin
that forty languages were spoken by
Yale Review.)
food, on which subject he wrote the and be acquainted also with the wonthe men In that camp. There were
derful works of God, labor in the first
, 'A part ofbe the
present disappointfollowing advice:
2.269 men whose habitual speech is ment
due to mistaken policy,
may
place to bring thy appetite to reason."
exact
trench- 1.354 whd speak Italian, and but much
such
"Knt
and
drink
an
quanof it can be attributed to
so on down to the relatively few who
If In the rugged days of Franklin's
Itie
as
A
constitution
body
estimates.
former
tity
ofhy
speak Japanese, .Serbian, Egyptian, fighting airplane is as different from
allows' of, in reference to the services time it was necessary to issue a warnPersian. Assyrinn, Flemish And Ara- nn automobile as a chronometer is
of Ihe mind.
ing such as this, what would have been
bic.
Of special interest wcj-the from a "dollar watch;" quantity prothe consternation of the sturdy old
to
not
much
that
ought
study
They
2!i men who
speak German.
duction is an entirely different matter
eat as much as those' that work hurd, statesman und philosopher had be livThere is lust one solution to a duz- - In the two cases.
in America during the period
ed
their digestion being not so good.
zlo liko that.
just ,
There Vnirst be one
There was talk, much of it Irresponprior to the war when our annual
"The exact quantity and quality belanguage which all understand and of sible, about our having 20,000
food
amounted
to
waste
con$100,000,000 !
ngllsh.
ing found out, is to' be kept to
necessity that language is
upon the western front In 1918
At present when our food regulations
The facts disclosed by this investiga
stantly.
If the manufacturing experience ot
tion have renewed tho efforts made tho
"Excess in all other things whatever, are being made somewhat more lenihad been considered, it
to establish a system of schools to wouldallies
as well as in meat and drink. Is also ent, the logic of Benjamin Franklin Is
have appeared that no such
most appropriate.
g
teach every immigrant the English
and
to lie avoided.
figure was likely to be approached
ill choosing one's food are forms of
language.
even if our resources were first con"YouUi, ajie and sick require a difIn the
efforts in which centrated upon producing in quantithriftlessness
Into
which
Americans
ferent quantity.
the whole nation Is engaged, such as
with relaxing discipline should not
'And no dV those of contrary comty the best foreign designs of the two
war and many other things, one
chief types scout and reconnaisfor that vlilch is too much drift. One of the preat lessons of the
plexions;
atis a necessity.
Verv little
sance. war hus been thrift and self discipline.
lor a phlegmatic man, Is not suflicieut
tention has been paid to that in the
m wake these lessons net gain.
lor a cuoUric,
Two-UIs
H
of
Join tiit)
being
clun,
lat, but tbe iuiiwuueu
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STAR FURNITURE CO.
n.
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a

118 West Gold.
Roll Top Desk. S.O.OOi
Aiitomoliilu Mechanics' Tool Box.

Itffrltrirator,

spcrial prlre.
v, hut yon have to
l'hono J09

Want to buy

J

cll- -

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

rroKNHiT'
JOH N W. WILSON
Attorney
Rooms 15. 17 snd 10.
Cromwell Building
Phone 1172.

DtNTIMi
I K."

ir--

r.ooms

It At

'

V

Dental Surg cos
..
Tlarnett llullding
Phons 744
Appointments Made bv Mall

KTTtoVf

Dentin

Rooms

Mellnt llullding
l'IIYSI( LNS AND M KLDONS
'."

TODAYS
'(MTOONETi

GOLD RESERVES
IN F.

H

BANKS

Umm
Fir Mart

(Stood.

Cook Wanted
Wages $40 a monh.

Phone

nights.

1

013.

MONKBRIDGB

Can go home
MANOR.

V

ACTlOM-

SHOW INCREASE

IQU

SALE

ern, large porcn, nreyiaco,
Seventh street.
ttIV MONNINS JOURNAL

Washlnton,
$1jN!, 000,000

firk.'tAL

LS.ASCC.

and of $10,500,000 in gold reserves for
the twelve federal reserve banks were
reported today by the reserve board in
comparison with last week's record1.
The banks' condition at the close of
business Saturday night was as follows:

Resources.
Gold in vault and in transit,

$385,-072,00- 0.

$943,981.-00-

0.

brick, modern. South

water
ward.

5?

VVOR.VC

Af RAID TO
OVERT! KEt

ward.

$2,500

stucco,

bath, etc.,
cement walks and coping,
also
adobe, all on lot 75x142:
Third ward.

A. HJMSC1E1
Real Estate. Insurance. Loans
111 South Fourth Street.

TAXES RECEIVED DURING
JULY ARE DISTRIBUTED ,
BY DEPUTY TREASURER

LOST.
-

,

-

1

stein

the ceaseless turning of a great wheel,
operating the tremendous machinery in a plant
From the moment of their insertion in 'the
Like

Want Columns of the Albuquerque Morning Journal, the WANT ADS operate incessantly, tirelessly,
QUICKLY,

Meeting Thousands of eyes-Te- lling
what is needed, most in demand, in
-- every walk of rife, every industry,
every vocation.
,
the
needs of others
,
Telling your eyes
Skillfully managing the exchange of labor
mental and physical, helping to buy, Bell, rent exchange, employ and in scores of other ways.
Surely it will repay you a' thousand
,
fold to read and use the WANT AD
COLUMNS of the

-

returned

OEItlilfllBIB

HELP WANTED.
WANT KD A
C'afo.

WANTED
WANTED

aocond cook

at

once,

l'ull-m-

an

Thico l,o8 not going to Bchooi!
ira.fi

Husky 'lieTpTr-.jves, i'lonsi.

""JJ

exempEt

WANTED First-clas- s
window trimmer. The
White House, Santa Fo, N. M.
WANTKD
Neat
ipeariiiK boy about 5T.
Q"Wl J"b for brlKht boy. 100f. Kast (Vntral
WANTJSD
StenoKraplier,'nte
lut77Ai
ply, itlvlng names uf referoncca to W.
Johnson, care Journal office.
WANTED Teacher
of manual
training
and
mechanic, lllo Grande Industrial School, Hox 595 City.
rKOSTATK Sufft-r.rio read our announcement under Personal.
No
drugs. The
Electrothermal
Company,
Oeorge Bids-- ,
Steubonvllle, Ohio,
WANTKD First baker, American, healthy,
ono thoroughly
use of sub
stltutes. Apply by letter (o Phelps Dodgo
Mercantile Company, Tyrone. N. At., giving
full details regarding experience, reference
nmf salary expectod.
GOVRRNM BNT "civil wrvice exainliiatlons In
New Mexico August and Septemher.vOov-ernmen- t
clerk, railway mall, teacher, imresearch
typewriter,
Inspector.
migrant
clerk. Experience unnecessary. Men and
women desiring government positions write
for free particulars. J. C. I,eonard( former
Civil Service Examiner,) 1053 Kenols Bldg.,
WashlnsJlon.
WANTED
Coal.

Olrl for plain cooking. 416 West

MA1TIM CO.

FOR

LUAfiS.

INSURANCE,
216 West Gold.

IN

?

,

ACCIDENT AT CARDENAS

MctXlGIIAX

210 West (.old

FOR RENT

II. U BlIHKET TAXI IjlNifi ruont
Rpeolal rates to partlea
Elain Tablels. Mall.
Use "r.ady
1. Every box
' 11.50 box; doulile strength.
Pierce.
Eva
Dr,
BcaUJe,Wasli.
guaranteed. N
Vli llillH of weakness and
HBI.p'fOH-MEdeblllly. Sexold will cure T.you. Mall,Heat-ItI'lcrcc,
hox; refunded if it fails. Dr.
MKH.

SOU.

LADIES

tie, Wash
PROSTATE Disorders. Bladder trouble, In
men. (Jetting UP iroiiunuujr ttc iiihui
Itlvely and rapidly overcome without drugs
osteopaths, chirprivately at home. Doctors,
and
opractors, physlilal culture directors anyothers use It. Easily used by anyone
or
tried
have
what
you
matter
No
where.
how old tho casrt this method will bring re.
fre
for
particulars.
Write
suits nuleklv.
The Electrothermal Company, George Bldg.,
Rteubenvllle, Ohio.

TWO young men want room nd sleeping
porch within easy walking distance ot
city. Must be heated, have access to bath
and be reasonable. ."57". ,care Journal.

roaltion.

MONNIN4 JOUKNAL

WANTED Position oy experienced office
East Vaughn,
23.,
mn. Bookkeeper, salesman or clerical
About 4:30 p. m. last Friday the two line
In store or office. Address E. B., Journal
tyear-ol- d
eon of Francisco Futnco. h WANTED Position
by druggist, 18 years
track laborer in the employ,of the
but
employed,
experience; at present
make
a
to
like
would
change: best of referSanta Fe at Cardenaa, a side track ences. Address
rare
Journal.
Just east of here, was killed
by a
experienced diversified farm
caboosa hop" west. The child had WANTED By
a permanent
position to work
'been playing in front of the toot formanager
some reliable person that has had euc-ceIn keeping help for a reasonable length
fhotise and started across the track
when the train came by. The pilot of time. A. W. Pegan, P. O. Box 595, AlbuM.
beam of the locomotive struck him querque, Jf.

,

Bungalow, dundy location, hardfloors, built-i- n
features, htwn, sidewalks, price 14,400, If you want a good
house see this one.
wood

North.

N. M., Aug.

;

SWELL HOME

Roomi.

FOR RENT Three-roocottage, furnished
115 month. Inquire lolt North First.
North.
FOR RENT Three-roounfurnished house
hade; outbuilding; J 10.1)0. Inquire 1300 FOR KENT Furnished rooms for light
North Second.
housekeeping, til West Silver.
FOR KtiNT-Moder- o
FOR RENT Four-roorumiinseo rooms; no
cottuge. Uood con
sick; running water. t08tt West Central.
ditlon, largo yard, stable and outbuild
ings, l'hono 1802.
FOR KENT Two
rooms furnished
for
Ik.iimo In irood con
FOIt RENT Four-roolight housekeeping. 2111 West (.Iran It e.
dition, also three nicety furnished room! FOR RENT i.lght
housekecpTng rooms";
for light housekeeping. Inqulro 709 Roma.
no children, till West Coal.
South.
FOIt RENT Rooms n
o
week, oath;
no sick; over Oolden Rule Store.
furnished house At
FOR RENT Five-roo407
South Seventh. Apply at ill West roit"liKNT
NTwIy "furnTHlTcd front
210 North Fifth, l'hono 1UK7-Gold.
house with I'OR REN'l Housekeeping room, private
KUK ltliNT FurnlKhed
canvass sleeping porch. I.lRht and water
rumiiy, ualh, piivuto entrance 321 North
paid; J10.00 per month. Inquire 611 Went Fourth.
Coal.
FOR RENT Newly furnished room end
sleeping porches; reasonable rates, bit
Illghlanan.
North Hecond.
118 South FOR RENT Nice room, sleeping porch, all
FOB ittlNT Furnished room.
modern conveniences. Finely located. Call
Walter. Phone 10X
fllfi West Copper.
I'OR RENT Furnishes .wojoom eottace
RENT Furnished rooms and
102J
Full
South
with sleeplns; porch.
Four-roohouse two glaased 21ft North apartments, all new and modern,
FOK ItW.NT
tieventh.
In porches. Water paid. $14. Phone l&-ft TO GRANDE HOTEL Rooma and apartFOIl RENT Now modern uunHaiow at "iZO
ments, 510 West Central. Mrs. Richard
South' Walter street. No children l'hono
West, Proprltress.
1243-J- .
roomsT
ROOMS
Nio
clean
FOll RENT 10H Kuuth Arno. 7 rooms and FmI'ERIAL
day or week; over Woolworth's,
bath, hot water heat, v 35 per month, S19rates3 by
Central.
West
Ion.
for
Inspect
Open
brick housil FOR RENT Three furnished houso.koeplnif
FOR RUNT One four-roorooms with private bath. No sick and n
with largo yard and barn. Apply D22 Eas:
children. Dill .North Fourth.
Marquette. Phono 74,1
on East FOR RENT Large airy room
sleeping
icut it K T Modern furnished flat
porch suitable for light housekeeping,
Central car line, convenient to sanator- IH.50.
1317
North
First.
Gold.
Inquire
ium". Tlmxton &jp ., Third and
AMERICAN
furnished eightHOTEL, 602 J West tVntral.
FOR
g
under new management,
three-rooOpened
cottage.
Also
house.
room
and
8:13,
sleeping rooms, rc.es reasonInquire at 811 Bouth Arno. I'hone
able. I'hone 301.
iOH RENT Small furnished cottage, mod
goou mention.
Bourn.
porches:
ern, glassed
Keys 1S.'4 East
Thone 81 niorningH.
FOR RENT Furnished room 414 Welt
no sick, no children.
General.
Foil RENT iiesirabie front room, no sick,
or children. 714West Silver.
looms,
FOrt RENT Modern houses,
Vclose In. Borne furnished. W.' II. McMllllon,
Ft ) i It E N T Nicei- turn isiied roomfirst
20B West Oold.
class board next door. 809 West Oold.
"
FOR RENT Nicely
furnished rooms, no
PERSONAL.
sick end children. First class board. 703

WANTED
TO

& CO.

Dwellings.

WANtEbRooms.

BOY IS

SPSCIAL CORNCSPONDtNCX

TMMT0N

11.

REM

on the head killing him Instantly., t
The justice or the peace at Buch
anan held an Inquest and the doclsion
was that the child came to its death
through an accident.
Mrs. Franco had two (jays previous
ly given birth to a baby, and Is .In 3
serious condition as a result of th
shock produced by the sudden death
ot net bod,
jv

WANTEDBaleamen.
WANTED Salesman
with ' Spanish
ac
quaintances, iil nown fourth.
WANTED Ai shoe salesman, must speak
Spanish fluently. Answer, stating references
nnd salary expected.. The White House,
Ranta Fa. N, M.

Miscellaneous. FOR

SALE

never

Horse,

'

Miscellaneous.

REN1

For Rent

eap

Rooms With Board.

FOR RENT East room wltTi porch; boald.
privet" family. 62.1 South High.
FOR RENT Large, clean rooms, sleeping
60S
I'hone 1:Ki2-porch and board.
FOR SALE Concord grupjs, Ttilest kind
for South Edith.
Tot'
Jelly. I'hone 2
and cold waFOR "iVeN'I' Rooms-wlTlTTKOlt SALE Tank, wiiidmlll and
ter, sleeping porches and board. 412 East
tower. Silver.
MfiS-I'hone
:.' "
u
m
'
s2' " "
FOIt SALE Oood gentiedrlviiujrVutfit
Full RENT Rooms w:ih sleeping porches.
3
hot and cold water. 1st class table board.
rigs, one double, one single. 401 North
Th
Casa de Pro, 613 West Oold,
IrifnifiH
JJi.
furnished
FOll SALE
RENT "sleeping porch
FOR
fibre rocking
Tivoavy
table board. 101 South
chairs In excellent
rooms,
condition. Apply Apt
The Washington, nfler 4 p. m.
Edith. Phone 880. Mrs Abbott.
iolt SAfcE One noli riy new Ford run FOR RENT Nice room and porch suitable
about; extra equipment. Address Stern,
for two with board, rates 335.00. Phone
...
1518-v . o., i ii.-- i w w ent
638 South Arno.
Copper.
PI'.N MONEY maker for women
Ranch
who can MRS. W. II. KEEt). of the Lockhart.
crochet. Sample twenty cents, silver. No
has moved to 603 South Arno, wnere she
Is prepared to take health seekers. Phone
slamps. Address Dale. Santa Fe, New
3335.

FOR SALE Winchester automatic 12 go. EL JARDIN
ESCOND1DO
The convalesshot gun, like new, only used short time.
cents Ideal home. Has room with private
Will sell on Its merit. Price 1 23. 602 South bath vacant. HOI West Central. Phone 1112.
High.
NOOK ranch offers excellent room
Foil SALE One Oak bed and springs. One SHADS'
and board. Just the place to get strong.
small- - dresser, baby basket, kitchen table
For rates phone 3420P-4- ; free transportation
child's rocking horse. Cull ut 600 West Lead Accommodations now available. Mrs. H. B.
I'hone !!iKl-Thomas.
Full SALE 1'iano bench und music cabinet
all In mahogany; piano as good as new.
Will sell
and makn easy terms. II.
BVSmKiiJiCHAUCES.
Livingston Furniture Co., 2tS South Second.
FOR SALE Albuquerque Hotel, 14 rooms.
00"i-AiNi- :
315 South First.
50o per gallon.
Hoofs
under oar rare will
and
Improve from year to year.. We can put on FOR RENT Two building toat Seventh
J. K. Elder,
Ceneral Avenue. Apply
a new roof that will last aa long aa the
agent.
building. The Mansano Co, Phone Uol-110 South Walnut
Houtberu gentleman, 4J, woilii
3.j, League,
$:.ll,000. would marry. Z- ERIE carbon root mnTauaroVfrraaht
Ohio.
stops leaks; lasts five rears. Use I)evoe Toledo,
c
floor
FOR SALE Hoter, eeventeen well
ready paint,
paint, Valapar, Jap-a-lamohair top and seat dressing. Motor car finrooms, centrally located, close to depot.
Owner will sacrifice. See National Investish, cold water kalsomlne, and be satisfied.
ment
408
Co., 103 North Third.
rhosLF. Kelcher,
W, CentiaL Phone 410.
FOR SALE At fheMeyers "Co. Store, cr-ne- r
First street and Coppr avenue A lot FOR SALE
Poultry and Eggs
of furniture and fixtures, Including one clec-trl- o
player-pianone upright piano, bar Foil SALE Canaries, Jl.iO to 3IS.0H. I'hona
HM3-J- .
outfit, cash register, show cases, large heating stoves, diagraph, trucks, office desks, FOR SALE fen Rhode island Red pullets?
chairs, shelving and counters, copper meas1,1.1 West Fruit.
ures, bottling outfit, bnr glassware and othand Squabs; uUo pigeer articles too numerous to mention
ill Foil SAI.E--Sua- b
310 Went Santa Fe.
ons.
goes dirt cheap for cash, no decent offer ro
fused.
The Meyers Co.. Inc., Corner First FOR SALE A few (Real! E. 11. Thompstreet and Copper avenue.
sons, Ringlet Hatred Rocks. W. V. Carr.
721 South Walter.

WANTED

Hox 3"K,

rvsiateftaneous.

city.

Child to board" and lake 'cam of.
4ir, North Seventh.
WANT EDTfyou need" "carpenter, call jT

.wXnTeIj

Hurling. Phone 1S95-Uooil shotgun and rifle.
The
Exchange, 120 West Ciold. I'hone lilt.
WANTED
To buy goals, ono or more. Al5.
so milk goats for rent. I'hone 210I-- F
, a.WED
KecpUou room and office furniture. Will pay reasonable price. Phone
S.

WANTED

aioc-j-

.

WANTED A good E flat bass horn. InWest Silver.
Co.,
qulro at Bennett Imltuu Trading
FOR KENT Largo room furnished; modern I'ourlh aiol Cold.
conveniences and heat for winter. 400 WANTED At once second hand furniture
South Seventh.
and kitchen utensils; also cock atove or
'
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
room with rango. Phone 219-"wishes to purchase lohousekeeping privileges, udy or married WANTEI-ioctR03
West Lead.
couple,
cation to practice medicine In New Mexico. Address Doctor, care Journal.
ElglUstnaB.
RICHEST CASH PRICB PAID FOR JUNK
FOR RENT Furnished room for gentleman,
B ? THH SOUTHWESTERN JUNK CO..
l'hono 1213-.I- . 721 South Waller.
114 WEST LEAD. I'HONB tit. WH ALSO
FOR RENT Largo room with aiesptn BI'T OLD AUTOS,
WANTED-Kecondaporch; Ideal for two. lit Bast Central.
nd
men's and boya
Foil KENT Furnished housekeeping Troonls clothes, shoes and underwear. Also trunks
snd suit cases. ' Call 419. Chicago eaond-han-d
I.arKo sleeping porch. 110 Honlh Walnut
store. 117 South First
FOll RUNT Furnished room for two gent.
lemen, 11.50 each por week. 211 East Cen
o
WANTKD
60,000 bags. Put from 2o to
tral.
each. 500 tons scrap Iron. Pay from
FOR RENT Modern
rooma wTihslec"pTng to o
per lb. Patrlotlo duty. St. f,ouls
porches, with or without board. Phune Junk Co., 405 South First street. Phone 17a,
B71.
1123 Rest Central.
WILL buy second hand Ford If In good
FOR RENT Four rooms furnished, lights
condition to be cut down. No objecllonr
and gas; also one room with sleeping to delivery car. If you cannot offer
a gon-uln- o
2
East Central.
porch, f.09
bargain don't answer. "57," care
Foil RENT Nloely ?
front room.
.To person employed. Telephone H04-W- .
MATTRESSES renovated In same or new
821 South Walter.
tick. Furniture repaired, upholstered and
reflnlshed. Springs restrctched. Satisfaction
General.
guaranteed. Albuquerque Mattress Factory.
FOIt KENT Furnished room In modern 1011 SoulM Second. I'hone 471.
home with sleeping porch; also board.
WANTED
Carefnl kudak finishing by masPhone 1315.
ter photographers. Twice dally service.
Send
guaranteed.
Remember, satisfaction
FOR
i"ur finishing to a reliable, established firm.
master
IliuinaVt
photographers
Henna,
FOR SALE Nice three-roobungalow,
WANTED Two young women wish to seleaving town. 700 East Santa Fe.
cure places In Albuquerque homes, where
FOrTsaTTh Five-roomodern brick, heat- they can pay ithelr expenses In whole or
ed; six lots. Whole or part. Central. 523 In part by service. The Albuquerque BusJournal.
iness College can Touch for the character
adobe and refinement ot these ladies. Phone 27.
FOR SALE In Old Town,
house. Price 1750.00. P. O. Box It, Old
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE hurnfture.
FOR SALE Nloe home, furnished and a
4,000, half cash. FOR BALE
good paying business,
Hecond hand dining room
Bungalow, Journal offloe.
kuou ooooihwm.
tame, purrei ano enmrai
105 ft. lot, modern bungalow,
FOR SALE
515 west noma. jei. u.rented. House suitable for boarders; has FOR SALE New "stock "of furniture, stoves
two screened porches. Boa t, care Journal
stove repairs, narowaro aim
and ranges,
.1....-,- ..
Out buildings.
rhnna 9n:l nr address 521
FOR SALE Nine room house; four room North Seventh street for furthor Informa
apartment upstairs; bath room on each tion.
floor; hot water heat; lawn, shade trees FOR SALE Two nice heating stoves, 1 nice
and garage. 615 West Coal.
1
range, 3 nice dining tables oak finish,
FOR SALE (By Owner)
modern dresser. 1 chiffonier, 12 nice chairs. 3 rock-i- n
brick (first ward), hardwood floors, two
chairs, a beds. 4 couches, dishes of all
porches, basement. Price 13,500.00, P. O. kinds. 40 North Edith.

SAljttoutct.

Box 213,

..

.ii."i;

HORSES and Rigs to Jnmn springs!
rates. S. Garcia, 1202 North Arno.

harness and buggy.
.!1J
Aiouqucrque.
Folt SALE .eW fourTj tmner Continental
gasoline motor. 4o horso power, ilox bil,

FIRE INSURANCE AGENTS
Third and Gold

I'hone 007

WANTED Competent,
aewoinn.
Boonomlst.
WANTKD
Spanish teacher, uftcrnoons only
Menaul School.
for general
WA"NTKTGIr'i
nr womaii
housework. 724 West Copper.
WANTED A lady to share my housekeepCARPENTCRlNGu
ing rwtni 509 2 South High.
woman cook. $50 per
WANTKD Good
FOR
CARPENTER work, reasonable. Drop
month, 110 South Third. I'hone 854.
Card tftl North First atrael
For general housework; no ook
WOMAN
Ing. Address Box 2, Albuquerque.
WANTED Salesmen.
WANTED Young lady to clerk In retail
store. References required. Htrong'i Book WANTKD Salesman, onu with car
prefer
Store.
.
..
Til. lil ftntittt Kourlh,
WANTED A girt for general housework.
Blumensblne
Dairy, Hit
Apply Miller ft
FOR SAUL tteai Estate.
Went Central.
WANTED Woman to stay with old lady FOR SALE Close In
building lots. Koom
five days nt the week. i South Arno.
,
Barnett IlulldinK.
Phone 14 29-SALE
Six acres of cultivated
FOR
lan4
WANTED First class piano player, must
with
house. Price $830; $200 cash,
be a sight reader and have lote ot "pep". balance 110 a month. Phone 15S5-Call at Woolworth'sr i
F'OR8AXET(!75ll6.tJ
wlll'uyTwVoligM
i. tivi.li-- .
ii
rocm
iui, niuuri it
river, Including 10 acres of land adjoining
....
ealosladles.
t.l nl
I,n,.nH MMPlWANTED Eperlenced Spanish
J. C Penney Company.
good only to Sept. 1st. For further particulars apply Box 126. Vallejr Rancjh, N. U.

INSTANTLY

124-J-

FOll

wltr.

Stale.

KILLED

mnmimtmrnwEssm

For insertion in the Sunday issue, get your
copy in early. We cannot guarantee insertion if '
copy, is not received before 6 p. m.
Don't neglect to call and get your answers,
because these little ads always bring results.
,

ins West Copper

TWO-YEAR-O-

',

WiltitlU

-

Ji"twp"'Kb school
hnun ""mV'h,a"Knvicinity lust Wednesday night
Ueward if
to

$230,-526,00- 0.

.

heat,

frame, bath, sleeping porch, South Broadway, close
in.
$1,500
cement block bungalow, modern, glassed-i- n
sleeping porch; Highland
$2,600
bungalow, modern,
sleeping porch, garage, Fourth

TH6 GUY WHO
IS HOY

L

ESTAT, FIRE

REAL

$1.600

Total resevea, $2, 055. 206, 000.
Bills discounted for members and tBPtCIAL CORSKSPONOBNCS TO MORNNt JOUSNAL1
Santa Fe, Aug. 25. Deputy Stat?
F. It. banks, $1,393,795,000Treasurer W. E. Carroon has distrib
Bills bought in open market,
uted the taxes received during Jul;
Total Mils" on 'hand, 1 1,053, 321, 000. to the yarious funds and institutions
The University of New Mexico re
U. S. government long term securceived $2,143.51; penitentiary, $800;
ities, $30,624,000.
State
o(
IT. S.
government short term secur- Mines, College, $1,238.01; School
Institute
$495.05; Military
ities, $23,479,000.
$1,071.01; Normal
University,
All other earning assets. $62,000Silver City Normal school
Total earning assets, $1,684,486,000.
$1,409.46; Museum, $856.52; insane
Uncollected
Items
(deduct from asylum, $1,456.87;
Spanish Normal,
gross deposits), $601,983,000.
Deaf apd Dumb
asylum,
Five per cent
redemption fund $224.52;
Blind
$450.15;
asylum, $731.81; ReBgainst F. R. bank notes, $958,000.
form
Miners'
school, $348.47;
hospital
All other resources, fl 1,294,000.
$168.11; charitable institutions, $722.-1Total resources, $4,353,987,000.
salary fund, $5,519.10; war certi
MiiMlitlcs.
ficates, $2,748.79; highways, $6,871.- Capital paid in, $77,750,000.
05; current school
fund, $3,436.08
Surplus. $1,134,000.
casual
series A
deficit, $1,511.89;
Government deposits, $173,027,000. bonds, $775.27.
Due to members, reserve account,
$1,459,480,000.
AMERICAN BISHOP
Collection Items, $450,947,000.
Other deposits Including foreign
SETS, PRECEDENT
government credits, $113,597,000.
Total gross deposits, $2,196,051,000.
(r MOHNtNOI JOURNAL SeCCIAL LCASEO WIRB1
F. R. notes In actual circulation,
London, Aug. 25. For tho first time
in the history of England, an Amrrl
F. R. bank notes in circulation, net can bishop baa conducted an ordina
liability, $16,864,000.
tion service on the soil of the British
All other liabilities, $29,351,000.
Isles. .It was a strictly wartimo cereTotal liabilities, $4,353,987,000mony, boing tho Installation of War
Ratio of total reserves to net de- ren Dudley, an American, as a minis
posits and federal reserve note liater of tho Methodist Episcopal church.
bilities combined, 56.7 per cent.
The service took place at the head
Ratio of gold reserves to federal re- quarters of tho Y. M. C. A. In London,
serve notes In actual circulation, after in tho presence of a number of nota
setting aside 35 per cent ngainst net ble ministers of vnrious denominations
deposit liabilities, 73.7 per cent.
both English and American.

liiiiiaEiiiiiiiiiiiaiiaB

A.

modern brick, hot Phone 158.
lot 75x142, Fourth

$4,300

0.

Gold with fodor.il reserve agents,
$1,018,767,000.
Gold redemption fund, $(0,323,000.
Total gold reserves $2,003,051,000.
Legal tender notes, silver, etc.,

brick, modern, North

Walter street.

Gold settlement fund, federal reserve board, $553,060,000Gold with foreign agencies, $5,829,-00Total gold held by banks,

$2,000
$2.500

Second street.

WIRE

Aug. 25. Increases of
In discount operations

FOR SALL

and
Modem brick flat, four
bath. $31). 00 per month, water paid.
A nice place on the liighamls for a FOR SALE Weed chains (5Jx3
.
used. I'hone
small family.

modern, fire place, fiirnaeo heat.
per m'iil h.
garntfo. fine location, nnt
Fi vp room modern brick, Fourth
waid
rent $;I0 per month.
Five-roufurnlishod bungalow, furnace
$G0 per month.
hont
Five-roofurnished house, furnace heat,
located on East 81 Ivor Avenue, rent $50 per
month,

brick, stuccoed, mod
South

$3,500

for wsm roransnaiEiD)
rooms

f'MVKVu

Practice I.lmiteil to Tuhereulnets Wright
building: opposite postoffice. Office hours,
10 to 12 a. m., 3 to 3 p. m. Phone, office
.197-residence 397-- J.
IK. M,Villi AUK I' O. ( .AKHVKIOirr
Practice Limited to Women's and Children's, Diseases
1123 V Central I'hone 571. Albuquerque. N M.
DIt. SAKAII (t)KKII
Prnetlee Limited to Children.
Office Rooms 1 and 2, Wright Bldg.
Fourth and Gold.
Hours 3 p. m. to 6 p. m.
1
Office Phone
Residence Phone 2076.

COLlli

IF1EP

5

REN1

FOR

Apartments.

FOIt RENT Furnished apartments. Elms
Hotel, corner First and Tlleras.
apartVR RENT Two and three-rooHighland
ments and sleeping rooms.

RouseV

'

flat, 213
FOR RENT Modern three-rooWest Marqtict'.e. snaulre 213 South First.
phone 72!).
unfurnished apart,
FOIt RENT
ment. all modem, good location, Inquire
814 South Fifth. Nollek.
FXuiU'iNTTirree or" four room furnished
apartments, modem: 200 Illock, South Sixth.
Inquire Savov hotel office
FOll iT7;N'"r Fiirtilsiieif apartment In the
Washington. Available for occupancy on
September 1st. tall at Apt. W.

roN. inn: w. TrVtrAu
i iiKwAsHiM;
located; no
Up to date and beautifully
tenants
sick, young children or short term
solicited.
(let on the waiting list. Phono
2022. J. D. Eakin, proprietor.

Livestock.

FOR SALL

Two sows and 10
U'"1 North Flrst.
FOll ''ha17b Two welTbroken cow
Bexemck's Dairy, phone 351.
FOR"SALIv ll'igs.'i" months to six
old. In flno condition.
FOR SALE
pigs.

ponies.
V

hs

'yJj?ihl..

and
Fiiii" BALriTw'o" hifsey one buggy
small
harness, or will trade for hogs or
pigs.

n

rst.
1203 N"rlh
J Kit S E Y liTnlS -i- ieKlstered

anil Immune to cholera. Some fine boats ready
M
Human.
II.
Dr.
It.
sale.
for
for service
Paso, Texas.
of
CO
HtWi
THIS Rio "TiTande DUROC
The largest breeders of
Can
supply
Itogi In the southwest.
and young stuff at
,o,i with herd boars
moderate prices. We can also supply
lice, at 60o pdr
with medicated crude oil for 25c
Per ga l.o.
crude oil at
gallon. Plain to
members free.
club
all pig
(Ml furnished
Office H'16 South Third.

nff ROC

TYPEWRITERS.
All mKs. overhauled and
TYPEWRITERS
-.
repaired. Ribbons ror every nia,!,,,Bxohangs. Phone H
Typwrlter
buquerque

lit

Hootn

runes

.MiEl!B
il?ir0!ly
MAIL STAGS
,

,

any time.
Phons csll anywhere
ar. Mogolbni I p.m.
Lr. Silver City 7
Lv. Mogollon T a.m.; ar. Silver City t p.m.
Best equipped auto livery In southwest.
BENNETT MOTOR THANSIt CO.
BUrer City, N. H.

TIME CARDS.

City.

FOR SALE Cement block house five rooms
FOR SALE Automobiles.
sleeping porch, cellar, city water, corner
lot one block from car line, handy to chops
Overland. Will
a little cash and 112 per month. Call 1301 FOR SA LE
take all or part in furniture. Phone 4.1S.
South Ann Phone 1900-Chalmers motFOR SALE
residence In HighFOll SALE
or body and tires In first class condition.
lands. Worth 13,000, and 11.600 will awing JSO0.00
must
cash.
sell. 711 Mar- Bargain,
It The amount the house will rent for will .quettc.
pay balance on monthly payments; Phone
1918 Bulck light six,
TQM. SALE
Address P. O. Box 44. Clt.
ger. run less than 300 miles; for quick
care
sale will take 11,250. Address
MONEY TO LOAN.
and leave ador phone 1067-Journal,
demonstration.
dress for
t7 wm nnM rsitc xtaeltv rv... ems. ft

lJ.r

FOR RENT

WANTED

Dwellings.

WANTED

lly couple (not healtbseekers.)
cot
nicely furnished four or five-roolage,. AdOresi .W, L, B-- i JvUTtuU.

.

Officio Rooms.

OR RENT Offices In suite or single. Call
upstairs, over Woolworth's store,
FOR RENT I front
oonneoUng utile
Odia.a. Quia store. v
reoffii (ii
I

ATCHISON, TOPRRA

a

SANTA FE

RIAL-WA-

V

CO.

Westbonnd.
,
Arrives Departs.
No.
Class.
7:10 pra. 1:30 pm.
1. The Scout
3. California Limited
..11:45 am. 12:45 pin.
10:43 am. 11.15 am.
7, Fargo Fast
t. The Navajo
1:30am. 1:30am,
Southbound.
' 10:111
.
301, EI Paso Express
pm,
307. El Paso Express ...
11:45am.
Eastbonnd. . .
10. Ths Scout
.....7:85 am. 1:05 tm.
3. The Navajo
.s :00 pm. 6:40 pm.
4. California Limited ...0:00 pm. 7:00 pm.
I. Santa Fs Eight
:11pm. 10:31pm.
'
From South.
Kansas
City and Chicago, ....7:00 am,
1.
Bsii
lilt snM Citl sn4 OUcAca

....

still

,

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Monday, August 26, 1918.

Eioir

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
SIR WEST CENTRAL

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

WASH! I'GTIJ'J

'Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
thone

absolutely: guaranteed,

n.

albcqcerqce,

$15.

SI

OF MISSIONARIES

ARTIST,

r-

101

5-

-

Gladys Brockwell
--

connection!

CLOSE

COFFEE

57

C)E NO.

SHIPMENT

arrived

Krlilsiy.

Institution to Care for
Eighth Annual Conference
Inand
State's Religious Workers
groes, Mexicans
to Be Held for Four Days
dians to Be Built on South
at Menaul School,
Arno Street Soon,

Saturday we
hesitate to

Do not

hud to open up this shipment to till orders.
order this iinusmtl coffee value just because you may not happen
to III a regular customer. Lb., 35c.

for two pounds,, is our price today for
Ilutter. which is due to arrive his morning.

pound, or

IHc

."w

I'.oul-derad- o

Plans for tho erection of the Booker T. Washington memorial sanatorium for negroes. Mexicans and Indians who tiro suffering from tuberculosis arc practically complete. The
initial plans of the sanatorium call
y
building at
lor a
South Arno street and Trumbull avenue.
The sanatorium project Is being
promoted by the ftlo Grand-- National
Development society, with
bore, the society helm; lncorpoi-ate- d
for $30,000. Of this amount $!!.-50has been paid. In the course of
time, as finances will permit, the society intends to buy additional lots
and dwellings on the same street,
hoping eventually to have two half
Mocks on either side of Trumbull avenue.
The lots on which the one story
structure is to be built were donated
to the society by Col. D. K. B. Sellers;
A second citizen has donated a buld-InThe building is not on the sanatorium site however, and will have
to be torn down and the material iisd
in erecting the sanatorium.
In connection with the sanatorium
there will lie n well eduioned hosuital
with graduate nurses in charge. Albe
though Dr. James Lewis will
the physician in charge, the hospital
will be open to other physicians. The
intention of the society is to make
the institution a national one, open to
anybody in the I'nited States.
Patients will be supposed to pay
for their own care. There will be a
charity ward however, where sufferers unable to pay will be kept. As far
as is known here this will be the first
institution of its kind among the colored people. The society hopes to
draw a large number of patients from
the cast where many are afflicted
with tuberculosis due to poor living
In
conditions
districts,
congested
where many are compelled to live.
1.
to
October
Hope
Open
The management of the institution
ten-roo-

STORE

WARD'S
HOMER
S15

mono

H.

CRESCENT GROCERY
nODERT JONES

WARD

Coh. and South Walter,

Marble Avenue,
......

riione

17a-17f-i-

...B7

of

Ne-

I

one-stor-

0

T YRIC THE ATE 1?
JUL

TODAY ONLY

JL

Edward Earle
"One Thousand Dollars"

g.

IN

From

O.

Henry's Book

lr-

the Same Name

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY REEL
COMING

The First Official

"PERSHING'S

S. War

IT.

CKl'SADEllS"

Feature in Seven ltccl
Friday uml Saturday

Thin silay,

ceived a letter from George E. Kess-leone of the foremost city planners
and landscape artists of the I'. S., In
Which he says he probably will be in
this city within the next few week?
to confer with officials of the local
organization.
A. L. Grimshaw, 013 West Copper
avenue, reported to the police las!
night that someone was In the cellar
of bin homo trvinir to cot uostaira
The trap door of the cellar was locked
however. Patrolman Dionioio Chaves
answered the call, Lut there was no
one In sight who nhe arrived.
Members of the draft contingent
who are to leave for Camp Pike.
night may secure housewives and socks from the Women of
the American Army by calling nt the
headquarters of the organization,
Third street and Gold avenue, tomor2 and 6
row afternoon between
o'clock.
James Keogh and children, James
Keogh, Jr.. Elfridge Keogh and Miss
Mildred Keogh, returned
yesterday
California. Elfridge
morning from
will leave in a few days for Missouri
to enter St. Charles Military college,
while his sister will go to attend
James Keogh,
school in St. Louis.
Jr., will return to El Paso.
Miss Eleanor Marron of New York,
niece of O. N. Marron of this city
will leave soon for France, where she
will serve with the Red Cross, it was
learned here yesterday. Miss Marron
was clerk in the office of Mr. Marron
at Santa Fe when he was state treasurer. The fact that Miss Marron
speaks French fluently will make her
services the more valuable.
r,

4
Sugar Rations
4 ol the allies are about half of
what Americans arc tiding. It's
time to divide, more fairly.
SAVE

Kl'GAR!

Matteccci, Palladino&Co.

:

GROCERIES AND BIEAT8
601 W. Tijerns. Phones
495-4W- B

i

ij
J

!

Strong Brothers f
Undertakers

PHONE
PROMPT SERVICE.
75.
STRONG BI.K., CUri'ILH
4
AM) SECOND.

LOCAL ITEMS
u
Tourist lunches, rullman Cafn.
Martin A Thorn. Taxi. Fhone 273.
Hugh G. Miller of Jemez Springs
N. M. was in the city yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Otero of Los
Lunas, N, M.. were In the city yes-- j
tcrday.
Mr. and Mrs. fowell Stackliousc,
Jr., of San Antonio, N. M.. were visitors in Alhii'iucniite yesterday.
Miss Clyda Wilson, daughter of
and Mrs. D. K. Wilson. 1ms gone to
Kansas City, Kan., to uttend school.
R. J. Chaves and (J. C. Luna of Los
Lunas, N. M.. who were In Albuquerque. Saturday, returned home yesterday.
Girl Scouts who want to order theii
their
suits are requested to bring
money today $2.34, including hat and

lr

sk.rt.

has returned
Mrs. Nellie Hartley
from the east, where she has pur
chased a Bunply of fall and winter
slock.
Mrs. F. C. Jolce. 224 South Walter
street, has returned to the city after
an extensive visit with relatives and
friends in Chicago, Cincinnati and
New Orleans.
Someone drove an automobile lntfl
the car of L. G. Pino, 1006 North
Fourth street, last night. Fino's ca:
was standing in front of his home. It
was badly damaged.
MedMajor H. B. Kuuffman of the
ical Corps, 115th Engineering Regiment, A. E. F., has arrived overseas
according to word received by friends
'in Albuquerque yesterday.
The home guards are requested to
meet at the armory Tuesday night at
7 o'clock for the purpose of taking
for the
part In the patriotic farewell
toe
fifty draftees who are to leave
Camp Pike, Ark.
Venable anu
Mr. and Mrs. John
daughter, Miss Jessie Venable, havt
returned from a trip to Fort Bliss,
Tex., where they went to visit John
Venable, Jr. The latter la in a regiment of field artillery.
Lawrence Hanley and Juan
were arrested late Saturday night
at a North First street dance hall ona
the charge of holding an extemporan-eoutot
prize fight. They gave bond
their appearance in court this niorm
tng.
Superintendent John Milne of the
city schools left last night to attend
a aeries of teachers' institutes, which
are being held at Roswell, Fort Sumner, Portales and Clovis. He will make
an address at each town. He will return the last of the week.
The Chamber of Commerce has re
Her-ver-

I

I

SPRINGER

piS

ANYTHING

a

will

be

Eureka

under

f he
ipcrvjyi (of
Council No. 1, a ladies aux-

The eighth annual meeting of tho
conference
o;
Interdenominational
mission teachers of New Mexico wit'
be held at the Manual Industrial
school for four days, beginning Tues
will consKi
day. The conference
largely of addresses by leading missionary workers in the state, discusA musical
sions and reports.
will be given Thursday nigh'
Rooms and meals for the delegates
will be furnished at the cost of the
Manual school. Teachers desiring
room and board are requested to not;-f- v
the tircsident or secretary. Tim
officers of the society are: ll. i.
Donaldson, president; A. C. Ileymaa
Miss Leila
Luckey,
Those
secretary-treasuredesiring
are reschool
the.
transportation to
quested to notify the president the
h6ur of their arrival. The program
for the week follows:
Tuesday, August 27.
Afternoon
Rev. IL A.
2.00 Devotional service
Cooper, Albuquerque.
H. C.
of Welcome
2.30 Address
Donaldson.
AlbuA. G. Axtel,
3.00 Response
querque.
Period Text:
Dewey's
3.00 Class
of Tomorrow"
"Schools
AlbuDr. H . A. Bassett.
querque College.
D.4 5 "How to Control I'se of Spanish on the Play Ground"
Miss Ida Frost. San Rafael.
4.15 Business Session.
Evening
8.00 Reception.
Wednesday, August 28.
Forenoon
9.00 Devotional Service Rev. C. O.
Beckman, Albuquerque.
At9.30 "How to Obtain Regular
tendance" Miss Zoe Ellsworth, Chimayo.
I les-- i
Psychology
10.00 Educational
let. Albuquerque,
10.30 Practical Suggestions in Phys
ical Training Prof. Caldwet-University of New Mexico. George W. Hln11.00 Addrcss-D- r.
man, Los Angeles. Cal.
Afternoon
Mrs. Mary
2.00 Devotional Service
Johnston, Albuquerque.
Mis?
to Teach English
2.15 How
Mabel Smith, Marque.
Practical War Work
2.45 Address
A.
B.
Stroup,
Suggestions
Albuquerque.
Bas
A.
3.30 Class PQViod Dr. II.
pro-gra-

r.

The check artist who went by the
name of
Hamilton in Albuquerque ami Is alleged to have tricked several merchants out of money on worthless checks several weeks ago, has been
captured in Cheyenne, Wyo., the police
were notified yesterday. A silent partner who, the police say, has been accompanying Hamilton on his trips,
was also taken into custody at Cheyenne. The latter gave his name as
Morton II. Atwoll.
Although several towns were on the
lookout for Hamilton after he left Albuquerque, he evaded the police at
Pueblo, Colo., whero he is said to
have secured money unlawfully the
same as he is accused of doing here.
When in Albuquerque Hamilton
represented himself to a representa
tive of the Radford Architectural
company, with the main offics of the
rnmnanv In New York. Chicago and
London. In Pueblo he reprcscntcrt-- j
himself to bo a moving picture man
li
bv the name of Thomas aiurpnyCheyenne he Is said to have given the
name of II. B. Knapp.
Thn nnltcn notified the authorities
at Cheyenne that the man Is wanted
here on the charge of passing worth-- j
less checks, but at a late hour las!
had not received any
night the police
"'
'
"
reply.
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LAST TIME TODAY

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

ARTCRAFT PICTURES PRESENTS
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Two men are needed for Red Cross
'
work at Camp Cody according to
word received here from Albert G.
Simms, field director of the society
who Is stationed there.
The communication says that men
are
physically fit for military service
not wanted, but (that convalescent
tubercular patients can be used. Mr.
Simms will be at his office in the
Cromwell building here Wednesday
to receive applicants.
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MARK"

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
CTiKH

rnoNE 607 1FXIVTCRY
AND
CALL
HATCH'S OTiO HTANT

ELC?IE
PRGUSOIl

From the Book of tho
Same Name by Robert
W. Chambers

FOR SALE!

DauQerMarK

"

AnAPTCCAFTPiduts

Pursuant to instructions
from the New Mexico Council of Defense, the Adjutant
General will sell the property of the late Military
Camp on the mesa. There
are approximately 70 buildings, varying from 20x60
feet to 20x120 feet, and

AUOT1QM SALE

mensions. Persons interested will call at the camp on

Tomorrow, August 27, at

water

pipe, different

"Weekly Events"

di-

of Defense

East Central

at 2:30 p. m.

-l

If returned
318 South

Learn
Dressmaking

house.

GRAZING LAND TOR SALE
Suitable range for Bheep for
lease on long or short term lease.
Wm. L. Staley & Co., Second and
Gold Ave.
.

h'c

smart tyllah
I.adlri you can
eloihes nt a moderate cost If you make
them In the Queen City College.
Thl college is utiictly a e.hool where
ladle tiring their own material and are
make their own gowna
taught to cut and
and suits, In a thoroughly up to date
manner.
of
HI f.KS C1TV C'OI.I.KC.K
OKU6WMAKINH
AM) TAILORING
Sit 'i Went Central

Ave.

'

DRY CLEANING
.
Keep this for future rerercm-plaundry
Dry cleanlnR and fancy woman.
work done by expei'lcm-eGeorgette waists, silk and wool
clothing, also rugs and bathrobes.
Nothing over SI. Phone 2I33W
for call and delivery.

-

-

.

WANTED
Girl fortfcencral housework In a
small family.
Apply MRS. S.
liEYllNSON, 605 North Tenth St.

The Real Hoover Candy V

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

Chocolate tnop unocoiat

LADIES
now to cut down your dressmaking bill, and help win tho
war, by using your old frocks.
Successfully remodeled to any
mylo In vogue. PHONE 2101--

GRIMSHAWS
,.,,. ITanl. tn Baa Vnn i

t.S

All persons wishing to

Let Us Send a Man

George Roslington
Office
Resident

Ton May
i
Find Just What Ton Want. "
Overland
One
Touring,
- passenger
$200
One Overland Touring,
$250
One Dort, Touring
$150
One Wyllia-KnlgTouring,
- passenger (an excellent
$1250
buy)
AMONG
MANX
BARGAINS
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER
6-

WANTED

ht

7-

SALESMAN
EXPERIENCED
and Btockkceper lor Cotton goods
department.

THE ECONOMIST

the

Mission

"

Look Over the List

To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
CO.
LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
42S N. First.
Phone 421.

In

British Canadian Recruiting

....... .T.T...T..T.T
,

enlist

British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned.

USED CAR SALE

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

riione
A NUMBER

FOB Tt

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

FORRENT
furnished
310 West Iron
Phone 613

,

CHARIBEH1
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LOST

Modern

708

V

ITUftH

-

npi-ins-

By James Baca, Adjt. Gen.

ranien pin. Reward
to Mrs. 1. J. MI.C
Walter.

tf

to the highest bidder for cash ltelow
Elul.l rooms of 'furniture to
will he put up for sale: Library
yon will see a partial list of what
t'ahlt. rockers, nips, hall and kIhIi- carpet, dressers, olilfloiobc, hraH
and mattresses, diiiitui room suite with
bed. iron beds,
parlor tables,
leather upholstered chairs, bookcase and wrlthiK desk,coal
raime, rechest of drawers. Detroit Jewel as ruiucc. Wonder
we have
articles
other
and
heaters
many
frigerator, tubs, onfruit jars, of
account
space.
not mentioned
to buy
This Is a sale you cannot afford to miss if you everin expect
'
furniture. These Roods are absolutely sanitary and 708 A- condition.
East Central.
lon't miss this chance, Tuesday, August 'il, nt
Come early.

,

A

Wincivt

Sale Starts Promptly

one-inc-

Council

ROM KT

Dj.

See the World

Adjutant General Baca or
for
his representative lumber
The
etc.
prices,
h
and diconsists of
mension lumber of all sizes
and lengths.

SUITS CLEANED,

,

Also Keystone Comedy
"FAME AND SHAME"

2 MEN NEEDED FOR RED
CROSS WORK, AT CODY

let"

t

in-

"THE SOUL OF SATAN"

J.f.

iliary to the Rio Grande National Development society. This department is
separated from the corporation.
The officers of the corporation are:
the Rev. A. J. Lewis, president; K. C.
Penman, vice president; Dr- James
Lewis, secretary; Henry Outley, tieaic
urer and Dr. T. w. Hardy, manager.
Directors of the corporation are: Tho
Rev. A. J, Lewis, K. C. Penman, Dr.
'
sett. ,.
James Lewis, Henry Outley, Dr- T.
V. Hardy,
John A. DeBinlon. Mrs. 4.15 Business Session.
Florida Outley, Charles
Littlejohn, Evening
8.00 Address
Fred Crollott, S. T. Richards and Mrs
Ralph C. Ely. Fcdcra
Food Commissioner.
Mary Conwell of El Paso. Tex.
Dr. Lewis, who is to be in charge
TlimtMlay, August
of the sanatorium, is a graduate of Forenoon
Rev. Chas
9.00 Devotional Service
the medical department of Shaw unMcKean. Albuquerque.
iversity, Raleigh, N. J. Dr- Lewis
9 "0 Sections Meeting Separately.
said yesterday that the society hoped
Ought
Section
to have the institution open for paPrincipals
Schools
Holes of Boarding
tients by October 1.
tin Standardized Miss Es- A campaign to raise $.",000 for the
in
be
ther Buxton, Santa Fc.
sanatorium will
opened tonight
Discussion Mrs. Mary Johnthe Rio Grande hall, 113 West Gold
avenue. Steps of the campaign which
son, Albuquerque.
Plaza Teachers Should There
will close with a tag day on SepNot Bo a Regular Time for
tember 2, were announced yesterday.
Children to Enter Primary-M- iss
Mary Brauner, Velarde.
DAY CONSTITUTION"
piscussion,
Matrons, Section
led by Mrs. Means, Santa Fp.
WAS ADOPTED TO BE
Section-Lea- der,
OUR
FROM
LETTERS
Dining Room Matron
OBSERVED BY S. A. R.
Mrs. II. A. Bassett,
'
SOLDIERS AT HOME
Albuquerque.
Some members of the American 10.00 Reports from different sections.
ExAND AT THE FRONT
Revolution are ulanninir to commem
10.30 Address Lessons from My
man.
C,
Hey
orate Tuesday, September 17, the dite
perienceA,
or the adoption of the federal con- 11.00 Address Dr. Hlnman.
received
cavalto
word
a
of
according
Afternoon
stitution,
Babbitt
Sergeant Robert
seehere by Dr. M. K. Wylder, president 2.00 Devotional Service Miss Sarah
ry troop in France tells of sight
Mexico society. The word
B. Sutherland, Dixon.
ing in Paris In a letter to his father. of the New
of the society's plans comes from Da
2.15 Report Of Primary Committee
H. M. Babbit here. Dave Rittcnhousc.
Collings,
Miss Laura
of the 146th field artillery, who il vid L. Pierson. chairman of the com
on mittee nn nuhllcitv.
i
taking active part in the combato his
the
communication
it
is
The
says
H.
Heald, D. D.,
2.45 Address Dr. J.
the western front, in his letter
desire that everv member of the so
Albuquerque.
parents, Mr and Mrs. K. Rittenhousd
In the movement. It 3.30 Class Period
Dr. II. A Bassett,
places emphasis upon the faot that ciety participate
adds:
Americans are making history.
Albuquerque.
"Let.lt be the rallying day of all the 4.15 Business Session.
"1 had a nice trip" writes Sotgeant
'mteaU people of our country; let there be Evening
up near
Babbitt, "went
in fact within ten mijcs of a general display of the flag from s nn Musical Program.
Thierry
iti, nt I never saw very much. Saw every home and every place where
Friday, Aueust
of operatives,
an airplane fight, but nothing was educators, employes
Forenoon
,
as
to
lend
citizens
all
and request
Rev. lar.
9.00 Devotional Service
damaged an! ' one hu't.
"On my way back, we stopped off sistance.
Armerdlng, Albuquerque.
of
'Make the da v. one of rcconscerahours and I
n Paris for twenty-fou- r
Address "The Character
the
and
flag
Stato Superin-tenden- t
Teacher"
euro enjoyed myself sight seelnc I tlon to the country, thewho
the
are eligi
Johnathan H. Wag.
went to the Notre Dame cathedral. constitution. Urge all
in the society to
to
ble
membership
I
wish
Is
wonderful.
Fe,
you
sure
Santa
That
ner,
the
in
anin awakening interest
could see it. I also saw Napoleon's Join
Address Speaker to be
patriotic rally.
nounced.
tomb, the Eiffel Tower, the old Royal great
communi
enmmnnitv."
'In
the
Palace and gardens and w'lere the cation niir
Address Dr. Hlnman.
says, "arrangements are being
old prison, the Bastille stood. Thwre made for
Adjournment.
at
a rousing mass meeting
Is a liberty monument there now.
in
erected
the
Rider
statue,
Dispatch
reI a mstlll In Bordeaux doing
memory of the men and women whe FINAL DETAILS-FOmount work and I guess I will be h'ere assisted
in establishing. American In,
sometime."
PATRIOTIC FAREWELL
Also two liberty poles, it
dependence.
An extract from Ma IRttechov.sP'S
Is hoped, will be dedicated; and espeTO BE MADE TONIGHT
letter follows:
cial exercises will be held in the pub"It doesn't seem thnt I h.vvo been lic schools and on Sunday. September
i.i the r.rmy a year, for in the past
The final meeting of the committee
of the week:
13, at the beginning
I have tcjoyed every minute of tho
will devote one In charge of the patriotic farewell to
of
churches
the
many
time anifaiways had lime to write a of their services to the anniversary." be given the fifty draftees wno wm
h me telling abo.i: the village
leave for Camp Pike, Ark., tomorrow
cr rH"K I was in or lr. when I wrote,
wtan n renew or take night will be held ton&ht 'at the8
who
Persons
but now 1 can't.
out memberships In the Kea iroes Chamber of Commerce building at
"1 would give 200 fr..nc! to be abtu
call tng at strong's Book o'clock. Finl details for making .the
ran do so
n fell vr.ii what hanr-enevery day fttora. O A.byMataon Jk Co.. Grtmfthaw'S observance a success will be discussed
nd how we America t are maVng or Mr H. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
Col. D. K. B. Sellers, who is In
American history. I am writing- from the chairman of the
of the patriotic observance,
com
charge
MemDemup
France and pray th" next will on mittee. No. laai.w
said last nio-hthat the committee
fn.m' 'Geimany.' Tell everybody hello
would ask the merchants to decorate
f i me for I can't write to all of them.
stores with flags tomorrow afBITTNER HOUSE ROOMS their
ternoon in honor of the occasion.
SIB
South First. Phone S3 1.
All French. - Italian, English and
$1
other allies are requested to carry an
Four suits pressed $1.25. YOUR HAULING BY TONS allied flag as well as an American
Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
U Motorized by Henry's Delivery flag, in the parade. Colonel Sellesr
Tllnrv. Phnn 0O.
said he would visit the former comPhnne tSS. ,
mittee which was In charge of the
GENTRY
EGGS
Ilvery and saddle norws. Trimble Fourth of July oelewratton today, and
make arrangements for this part of
Hawklna, Skinner, Champion, Con. Red Burn.
i
'
;
V ,
observance. J I
the
roy and Son Jose Market: 70c dozen.
B. M. yraaaASU
"If t)iey wltK$ring a flag- wHh
will seo
Boons 1 and t. Whiting BnUdlnf them," 'the' coloAel said, "we
a
place
that
are
'
prominent
n.
given
they
Fnone
ho.
FOR QUICK SERVICE
i
serosa w Go
.
239 WW coppvTt
ITWWvvi.
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LAST TIME TODAY
Pictures and Music
House of High-clas- s
Wm. Fox Presents

HERE, IS NABBED

TO OPEN TUESDAY

NEARLY COMPLETE

m.

ALLEGED CHECK

ANNUAL MEETING

PLUS 10 ERECT

AYE.

710.

At pnee, two or three
experienced salesladieg.

Apply at

CO.

D
513-51-

5

'

THE. ECONOMIST

W. Central.

OF

FARM LABORERS
Want positions on farms
hands.
are experienced
ployers
see the

needing

men

some
Em-

should

Hahn Coal Co.

(

Farm LaborAgent
JOURNAL OFFICE
MORNING,

SiSSiS"
T
.

AjrnntACiTE,

PHONE

all

Gallnp Stove
CerrUloe BtoTt

tl

sizes; steam coal,

'

:

Cofca, Mill Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling. Lime.

